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ABSTRACT

Language is the tool used for communication in different fields specifically politics and has

provided humans with a wide variety of words to use in their daily lives. Although

dictionaries, agreements, declarations, conventions, and organizations give objective

definitions, that is. meaning of' every word. Every word has more than a meaning fai it has

different connotations resulting from various accumulated experiences, intentions, linguistic

factors and non-linguistic factors. Thus, meanings of words reflect different points of view.

The focus of this thesis is to deal with how the Lebanese Politicians use(l different meanings

for the same word reflecting political differences in Lebanon four months before the July

2006 War, during the July 2006 War and four months after the July 2006 War, calling them

to cease their abuse of language for the latter is a peaceful means of communication. The

first stage in dealing with the case of the different meanings of words reflecting political

differences in Lebanon before, (luring and after the July 2006 War is to illustrate how

linguistic factors contributed in reflecting political differences in Lebanon. The second stage

is to delve into the analysis of various political statements given by different prominent

Lebanese leaders before, during and after the July 2006 War. The methodology adopted in

the selection of samples taken from the Lebanese political discourse is based upon the

political reactions of the Lebanese political parties in support of or against the United

Nations Security Council Resolutions 1559 and 1680 before the July 2006 War in relevance

to disarmament and delineation of borders. The words used in describing the result of the

July 2006 War, such as 'accountability' and 'victory' were given different meanings

reflecting differences in political points of view in Lebanon during and after the July 2006

War. The analysis is based on linguistic factors such as theories of meaning, meaningful

relations among words and sociolinguistics; no political standpoints or judgments are made

in support of or against any of the Lebanese political parties. Objectivity and neutrality are

ix



the main elements in conducting such all 	 because this thesis is a case study in the

field of linguistics and not politics. Analysis showed that linguistics, specifically semantics,

that is meaning, played a role in reflecting polit!ca differences through the different

meanings given to the same word but used by different Lebanese parties before, during and

after the July 2006 War. Various concepts, Views and theories "ere tackled and were

essential in discussing how different meanings of words could have led to manipulation,

consequently reflecting political differences in Lebanon before, during and after the July

2006 War. Seniantics and pragmatics allowed the manipulation of meaning of words in the

Lebanese political discourse before, during and after the July 2006 War reflecting political

differences in Lebanon as illustrated in chapter three.



Chapter One

Language Meaning Aspects and Its Implications

Before the July 2006 War broke out in Lebanon, the Lebanese politicians were

already fighting in the battle of the war of words because of their abuse of language, the

Peaceful means for communicaOon. The news covered the statements of the political parties

in response to what was said in a certain political speech or statement. Politicians declared

that their intended meaning of a specific word they used was different than the meaning

understood by receivers of that specific word. Other times, politicians disagreed on the use

of a certain word in a certain resolution or statement. The media covered the arguments of

politicians and their defense, where politicians stated that what they said was misinterpreted,

consequently leading to political tension. This phenomenon was related to political reasons

and propaganda; however it can be said that this debate was related to linguistics and

precisely semantics and the manipulation of the meaning of words to reach political power.

In other words, politicians misuse the language in order to achieve political interests. During

the July 2006 War, the conflict of the meanings of words witnessed earlier persisted and

meanings of words remained debatable even after the war ended. Such circumstances

constituted the source idea for this thesis where before, during, and after the July 2006 War

in Lebanon, the conflict of the meanings of words reflected political differences along with

the armed conflict Lebanon witnessed. This topic had not been worked on in Lebanon since

the July 2006 War ended in August 2006 and no in-depth linguistic research was done on the

meaning of words used and abused sometimes by Lebanese politicians before, during, and

after the July 2006 War. Thus, this research constituted the first step for further deliberations

and research studies.
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The claim for this thesis is that the manipulation of the meaning of words by

Lebanese politicians before, during, and after the July 2006 War in Lebanon reflected

political differences in Lebanon.

This research is divided inte three parts. The first part, literature review, is related to

semantics and discourse analysis: the second pail, analyzes examples taken from the political

discourse before, durin g, and after the July 2006 War in Lebanon and the third part, includes

conclusions reached after the in-depth analysis was completed.

Thou gh the title and claim of this thesis might imply that the topic dealt with is

purely political, the political discourses are dealt with from a linguistic perspective, precisely

semantics, without making any political inferences. As a consequence, it is substantial to

note that politics is not discussed. This thesis is not to assess nor criticize any of the

Lebanese political parties and the political circumstances in Lebanon before, during, and

after the July 2006 War.

Language and politics are the field in which this research is conducted. Researchers

such as, Paul Chilton, Noam Chomsky and others have already proved the relation between

language and politics; thus, this research is partially based on those findings. Language is

defined in different ways; however, the definitions dealt with are those related to language as

a tool. Language is considered to be complex; hence, researchers have to choose the specific

definition related to a particular research area regarding what they want to know about

language, whether it is the nature of language, the use of language or others (Corder, 1973).

Pit Corder (1973) in his book Introducing applied linguistics defines language as a "... tool,

which we can pick up, use for some purpose and put down again" (p. 20). Language is

referred to as being a 'living organism'. Therefore, it might happen that politics would take

advantage of the different meanings found in language for the same word. Language is

considered as 'an event', where during conversations, words are used and sometimes new



words and new meanings are given. Furtheimore, language is considered by Raja Nasr

(1978) "a part of culture [and] part of human behavior" (p. I). Nasr (1978) considers that

language is used in order to communicate meanings, having a social function where no

society exists without language. Different theories are given in this regard and which can he

summarized by the following: language is used as Li nicans ol communication between

people knowing that it is not the only means of communication for people. Language enables

members of the same community to work, interact, cooperate, live together and

communicate thought (Corder, 1973). In other words, language constitutes a system for

conveying messages (Akmajian, Demers, Farmer and 1-larnish, 1993). Nasr (1978) considers

that the human thought differs from one situation to the other; that is, it varies between a

business meeting, a friendly gathering or a political debate. This system of communication

uses words in order to convey the messages and these words used have different meanings

(Akniajian et al., 1993).

In general, politics expresses a thought and the means used to express this thought is

language; however, before talking about the relation between language and politics it is

substantial to define politics. Paul Chilton (2004) in his book Anaii'zing political discourse:

Theoiy and practice views two different definitions for politics. Based on Chilton's

definition, politics is "a struggle for power" (Chilton, 2004, 3). This struggle is between two

parties: one seeking to keep the power in its hands and the second seeking to take the power

from those who have it. However, politics was also defined as "cooperation, as the practices

and institutions that a society has for resolving clashes of interest over money, influence,

liberty, and the like" (Chilton, 2004, 3).

Thus it could be deduced, that whenever politicians want to address their supporters,

they try to convince them with their ideas and meanings; they are using language as a tool in

order to convey a message. However, politicians have to make sure that they are only using
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the language and not abusing it. The definitions of language as a tool can help in establishing

a relation between language and politics. As a result, the means that enables communities,

institutions, political parties, governments and politicians achieve their goals through

communication is language. Language is used in political deliberations as a tool to achieve

political goals. Chilton (2004) acknowledged the afore--mentioned by stating that "language

and politics are intimately linked at a fundamental level" (p. 4).

Politicians ask of the media and the public not to concentrate on their and others'

words because the meanings of the words used are related to certain political values and

these political values depend in one way or another on priorities. Consequently, a clear

relation is made between wording and phrasing, which refers to language, and concepts and

values, which refers to politics (Chilton, 2004). Politicians use language in order to

communicate with people during electoral campaigns and sometimes their choice of words

based oil 	 meaning of the words help them win or lose the elections; thus as Chilton

(2004) says, "political activity does not exist without the use of language" (p. 6). Politics is

considered as an activity in a social system where concern is to be given to the public, and

where a consensus is to be reached regarding the meaning of certain political words as

'capitalism' and 'elite' in order to avoid conflict (Hudson, 1978). Consequently, politics is

based on communication; thus politics depends in one way or another on language. It can

further be said that for individuals to perform their role in society, which politics is a part of,

they have to use language and the use of this language enables individuals to express their

political thought (Laitin, 1988). Politics is a powerful tool that can affect the life of citizens

for it defines values for the citizens to follow and leads to different political circumstances

that either allows the citizens to be employed or not and shapes their belonging (Frohock,

1978); hence, politicians choose the words they use in their political discourse to create a

certain impact on the citizens to increase the number of their partisans, although they are not



to abuse language. Words can change the political lifi.; Donald Clark Hodges (1964) says

that wise politicians are those who choose the traditional terms used in order to keep the old

political system. However, politicians who choose to use new terms intend to change the

traditional political thinkin. In this regard, Joseph Conrad says: "Give me the right wordZ:N

and the right accent, and I will move the world" (Conrad in Bushman, 1970,  1091).

Language enables different speakers to discuss past, current and future issues through

sharing \'iSiOilS. Politics tackles past, current and future issues of the public and the essential

tool used to do SO IS language (Gardenfors in Chilton, 2004). Thus, language has to be used

to serve these objectives and not personal political interests.

Therefore, the relation between language and politics can be easily detected, where

politics uses language as a tool fcr communication. However, language in itself is

multidimensional; thus, it is necessary to specify that the aspect dealt with in this thesis is

meaning and precisely manipulation of the meaning of words. This helps in saying that the

manipulation of the meaning of words, that is the different meanings given to the same word

reflected the political differences in Lebanon. George Orwell noted the relation between

language and politics saying that "...language is the prime indicator of national identity"

(Orwell in Tachau, 1964, 191).

Consequently, it is beneficial to delve into the details of semantics, showing how the

manipulation of the meaning of words can take place in different circumstances.

Language has a communicative function, where "a meaning or message" (O'Grady et al.,

1989, 169) is conveyed. Hence, semantics is defined as "the study of meaning in human

language" (O'Grady et al., 1989, 169). Semantics is also described as "the study of linguistic

reference or denotation and truth conditions in languages" (Akrnajian et al., 1993, 193).

Nevertheless, O'Grady et al.. (1989) give the following definition of semantics entailing

many details:
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"The study of semantics is concerned with a broad range of phenomena including the
nature of meaning, the role of syntactic structure in the interpretation of sentences,
and the effect of pragmatics and speaker beliefs on the understanding of utterances"
(p. 189).

Whenever the meaning of a word is not known, a dictionary is resorted to, where a

list of meanings for the same word is found. The dictionary provides basic meanings of

words but does not give the meaning of the words that are used in daily uk and under

different conditions: whether formal or casual. As a consequence, meaning is to be defined,

but the word meaning in itself has different uses in language (Akmajian et al., 1993).

Meaning is considered as the lexicon within grammar where the meaning of' words is

deduced based upon the interpretation of the sentences they were used in (O'Grady et al.,

1989)

One approach considers the meaning to be the object the word refers to. For example,

the word 'dog' refers to the set of objects that is seen in the real concrete world people live

in. But this approach is problematic, since there are certain words which do not refer to a set

of objects in the real world. For example, 'unicorn' and 'dragon' are meaningful although

they do not have a referent, that is the object to which the word meaning refers to (O'Grady

et al., 1989).

In another approach, two important types of meaning are given: linguistic meaning

and speaker meaning. On one hand, linguistic meaning is defined as "the meaning or

meanings of that expression in the language" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 195), in other words,

the literal meaning of the word and not the nonliteral meaning of the word. For example, if

one says to another person sitting with 'the door behind you', the linguistic meaning is that

there is the door object behind him or her and not as the speaker meaning is, that is the

nonliteral meaning which is in this case leave the room (Akmajian et al., 1993). When

dealing with linguistic meaning of expression, one has to note, "... meanings can vary across

dialects and across individual speakers" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 196). For example the word
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bonnet' has different meanings, where in American English it means a kind of hat.

However, in British English it means the lid of a car. Moreover, the same word has different

meanings for different speakers of the same dialect (Akmajian et al., 1993). It is important to

highlight that dialect refers to the difference of geographical and class origin, which leads to

variation ot the grammar, pronunciation and vocabulary used by the individual speaker

(Wilkins. 1972). For instance, the word 'infer' has different meanings for different speakers.

It can mean'conclude' in the following example: "I infer from what you say that you are

sick" (Akmajian et al., 1993,  196); whereas in this sentence: "He inferred that he was fed up

with us" it means 'imply' (Akinjian et al., 1993, 196). If meaning is dealt with in idiolects,

that is, the language of a person, there will be a difference in the idiolectal meaning of one

word between one person and the other. On the other hand, speaker meaning differs from

linguistic meaning based upon the fact whether the speaker intends to mean literally or

nonliterally what he or she is saying. In other words, "[w]hen we speak literally, we mean

what our words mean .. .{and} when we speak nonliterally, we mean something different

from what our words mean" (Akmajian et at.., 1993, 195). Speakers can mean something

different from what the words they use mean. Moreover, the nonliteral meaning includes

irony and sarcasm, which is the metaphorical use of language, and it is the hearer or receiver

who plays a major role in indicating whether the speaker is intending the literal or nonliteral

meaning of what is said (Akrnajian et al., 1993). Figure 1 explains meaning varieties.

Mea ing

9eaning

Language meaning Idiolectal meaning 	 Literal	 n1itea1

Dialect meaning	 Irony Sarcasm	 Metaphor

Regional	 Social

Figure 1. Varieties of meaning (Akmajian et al., 1993, 197)



Meaning is dealt with as the object referred to, linguistic meaning of a word in the

language and speaker meaning of the word that is based on the nonliteral meaning of the

word. However, another theory of meaning is elaborated, the denotational theory or what is

known as extensionalism. On one hand, in the denotational meaning, the meaning of the

word is the object it denoted. On the other hand, it is consideed that the extension of any

word refers to ". . . a set of entities that it picks out in the world" (O'Grady et al., 1989, 170).

Thus, meaning is related to reference and this is seen with proper nouns where there has been

one-to-one correspondence between name and object" (Kempson, 1977, 13). For

instance, when saying de Gaulle, Chris Evert, ..." the meaning of these proper nouns refers

to persons who can be denoted in real life (Akmajian et al., 1993, 198). Other examples

include descriptive noun phrases such as "... the president of the United States, the first

person to walk on our moon .. .", which indicate or refer to a certain object; in this case it is a

person (Akmajian et at., 1993, 198). This relationship between word and object is called by

extensional ism "the relationship of reference" (Kempson, 1977, 13). As a result,

extensionalism concludes that meaning is dealt with as an object, which is called extension.

To understand the meaning of a word, one has to understand the relation between the word

and object to which the word refers to or denotes (Kempson, 1977). Proper nouns and

descriptive noun phrases refer to individuals and common nouns also refer to individuals. It

is considered that "... verbs refer to actions, adjectives refer to properties of individuals, and

adverbs refer to properties of actions" (Kemspon, 1977, 13). For instance, the name 'Ruth

Kempson' is directly related to an individual who is in this case the author of the book from

which these examples are taken; the word 'mice' refers to the relation between this word and

its object in the real word, that is; the word 'red' has the meaning of the relation between the

word 'red' and all what has the property of having the color red; and finally, the word

'quickly' has the meaning of the relation between it and the actions having the property of
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speed (Kempson, 1977). However, this leads to certain problems because meaning cannot

only he understood from this perspective. Meaning cannot be only identified as denotation.

For instance, what is the denotation of any of the prepositions: such as, the, in. and of

(Kempson, 1977)? In addition, there are other words or expressions that (10 not have any

denotation in the sense of an existing object in our real world; such as. "Pegasus (the flying

horse)... empty, hello, very, and leave the room" (Akmajian ci al.. 1993, 199). Ruth M.

Kempson (I 977) said in this regard:

"The relationship of reference which holds between expressions and non-existent
object will be the same; it is therefore hard for a theory which explains meaning in
terms of reference [or denotation] to avoid predicting synonym between all of the
following: the pterodacii'l, the unicorn, the first n'oinaii to land on the moon" (p. 13-
14).

According to the denotational theory of meaning or extensional ism, when two

expressions denote or refer to the same object, these two expressions share the same meaning

or would be synonymous. But, in many cases, two or more expressions denote the same

object but do not have the same meaning. For example, "...the morning star, the evening

star, and Venus" denote the same object, which is the planet, although these three

expressions cannot be considered synonymous where the morning star is the first star that

can be seen in the morning and the evening star is the first star that can be seen in the

evening (Akrnajian et al., 1993, 199). Another example has the two following expressions

which are not synonymous although both denote the same object: "the first person to walk on

our moon and Neil Armstrong" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 199).

Kernpson (1977) points out to another problern resulting from this theory saying that

it is true there is a direct relation between proper nouns and their object, known as "one-to-

one correspondence between word and object" (p. 14), but it is not clearly indicated that

proper nouns have meaning giving the example of what the meaning of 'Noam Chomsky' is,

although it is known who this expression refers to.
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In another attempt to tackle meaning, there is the mentalist theory of meaning as a

solution to the problem faced with the denotational theory or extensional Ism. The mentalists

consider that if meaning is not concrete objects, then meaning is mental objects. For

instance, Pegasus is a flying horse but in real life there is not a flying horse that one can

dciiotc but undoubtedly one has the idea of Pegasus, which is considered the meanin g, of the

word Pegasus (Akmajian et al., 1993). Mentalists say: "the meaning of expression is an idea

(or ideas) associated with that expression in the minds of speakers" (Akmajian et al., 1993,

199). Mentalists dealt with meaning as image but this also constituted a problem and

mentalists moved on to talk about meaning as concept or image in an attempt to solve the

problem faced (O'Grady et al., 1989).

Mentalists tend to "... explain the meaning of a word in terms of the image in the

speaker's (or hearer's) brain" (Kempson, 1977, 15). But there is not a drawing of the form of

the images that meaning has and these images are not visual. Here is the problemwhere

there is not one image for one meaning. For example, if one has the equilateral triangle as an

image for the meaning of a triangle this image cannot be true because not all triangles are

equilateral; there are isosceles or scalene and these are different from the equilateral and

cannot be the same image (Kempson, 1977). Another example is the Alsatian who has a

different image for dog than the owner of a miniature poodle. In addition, what increases the

problem of considering meaning as image is the fact that for the meaning of an expression,

one can have different images and, in other cases, for the meaning of two expressions one

can have the same image leading to ambiguity. For instance, the image of a tired child can

either be the image of a child who is half asleep in a curling position or an image of a child

who is screaming and nagging (Kempson, 1977). The image theory of meaning is subject to

what is known as speaker variation, where the images one has for the meaning of a word or

expression vary from one occasion to the other and from the experience of one person to the
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other. For example the image of the word 'lecture' tir a lecturer is an audience staring and

listening to the speaker infront of them. But the image of the same word, that is, 'lecture' for

non-lecturers may be an image of a bored audience fighting drowsiness. Based on the

experience of these two groups, lecturers and non-lecturers, the image of the word referring

to the meaning differs (Kemspon, 1977). Neverthe l ess, the problem in the image theory of

meaning is what image one would have br the words such as 'hello', 'and', 'or', cbecause

'therefore', 'only', and 'not' (Akmajian et al., 1993). According to Kempson (1977), these

words do not have images so they were meaningless.

As a result, the mentalists think that one way to solve this problem is to view the

mental images the individual has for the meaning of a word as concepts. Concepts are

referred to "... as mentally represented categories of things" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 200).

Kempson (1 977) quotes what E. Sapir says in the book he wrote in 1921  under the title

Language about concept, which is considered to he '"... a convenient capsule of thought

that embraces thousands of distinct experiences and that is ready to take in thousands more"

(Sapir, 1921 in Kemspon, 1977, 16). However, the problem is not solved since the ambiguity

of the meaning is substituted by the ambiguity of the word concept, which must have a clear

definition in order to be used to define meaning (Kempson, 1977). A speaker can include

additional information to the meaning of a word specifically to how the concept he or she

has for a certain word is developed and which is not related to the concept of the word; thus,

concepts can be specific to different speakers (Akmajian et al., 1993). For instance, when the

word 'bird' is said, it is more typical that a speaker has the concept of a robin more than a

penguin. Also, when the word 'furniture' is said, the speaker has the concept of a chair more

than ashtray, knowing that penguin and ashtray are features of bird and furniture. Sometimes

meaning as concept is applicable with common nouns, adjectives and verbs, but not with
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other words that do not have a concept such as 'hello', 'only' and 'not' (Akmajian Ct al..

1993)

Therefore, the two theories of mcanin, whether meaning denoting objects, images,

or concepts in mind faced various problems and the use theory of meaning came in an

attempt to solve these problems (Akmajian et al., 1993). Ludwig Wittgenstein developed this

theory in the I 930s which prevailed among the Anglo-American theories. This theory

stipulated that: "the meaning of an expression is determined by its use in the language

community" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 201). Therefore, the meaning of 'hello' is its use in a

sentence. However, it was substantial that the conception of use is defined and the

connection between meaning and use is precisely stated.

As it is noted, the relation between language and politics exists through having

politics using language as a tool to convey messages and achieve political goals. After

pointing out to the different theories of meaning in this chapter, it can be noticed that

Lebanese politicians cannot abuse language if meaning is referred to based upon

denotational theory of meaning. However, if meaning is referred to based upon the mentalist

theory and use theory of meaning, Lebanese politicians have to abstain from abusing the

meaning of words in language to reflect their political differences. Moreover, meaning can

be referred to differently but words have meaningful relations among each other that help in

knowing the meaning of the word and this is discussed in chapter two of this thesis.
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Chapter Two

Words in Language and Their Implications

Meaningful relations among words constitute the semantic components for the

analysis of meaning of words taken from political statements before, during, and after the

July 2006 War later referred to in chapter three of this thesis. Despite the difficulties faced

in defining meaning, different semantic relations related to analyzing the meaning of words

are noted: synonymy, antonymy, polysemy and homophony (O'Grady et al.. 1989). The

various relations among words are substantial since it can be deduced froni the different

meaning theories discussed in chapter two that words do not exist separately from each

other

First, a meaningful relation among words is synonymy. Synonymy refers to "... a set

of words sharing a meaning" (Akmajian et al., 1993, 203). Words that have the same

meaning are called synonyms, such as 'automobile' is synonymous to 'car'. 'plane', and

'aircraft' in one of its senses. In one of its senses, it means that 'automobile', 'car', 'plane'

and 'aircraft' share the same meaning, which is 'movement'. This sameness in meaning in

relevance to being a 'moving vehicle' creates the meaningful synonymous relation among

them as words. Also, F.R. Palmer (1981) refers to the 'sameness of meaning', but moves to

indicate that the reason of having synonymy is the vocabulary coming from two different

sources. Thus, 'brotherly' is the same as 'fraternal', 'buy' is synonym to 'purchase', and

many others. However, Palmer ( 198 1 ) says that there are no real synonyms and no two

words have the exact meaning. He considers that two words having the same meaning cannot

both survive in the same language and refers to five ways showing how synonyms can differ.

He is doubtful whether any true synonyms exist. This sameness in meaning will later be

referred to in chapter three where it is noticed that 'losing hope' is a synonym for 'despair'
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implying different meanings for the same verb 'despair' reflecting political difference in

Lebanon before the July 2006 War.

Second, a meaningful relation among words is antonymy. Antonymy is referred to as

'oppositeness of meaning', that is, words that are opposite are known as antonyms (Palmer

19$ 1, O'Grady ci al., 1989 and Akmajian t al.., 1993). When words are considered

antonyms, this means that they share one aspect of meaning and are opposite in another

aspect of meaning. For example, 'small' and 'large' share the same aspect of meaning, which

is 'size' but differ in 'degree' and it applies to 'cold' and 'hot' where both have the notion of

, temperature' but differ in 'degree'. This is referred to as gradable antonyms, for example

'hot' and 'cold' are extreme opposites but between 'hot' and 'cold' there are other scales

such as 'cool', 'lukewarm', and 'warm'. In other cases, words are considered to be

incompatible, although they are not opposites or antonyms, such as 'cat' and 'dog'. These

two words are semantically incompatible because they are not true descriptions of the same

thing at the same time (Akmajian et al., 1993).

Third, a meaningful relation among words is the relation of complementarity which

refers to the relationship where the prediction of one word is to contradict another and the

falsification of one word is by inserting 'not' before it asserting automotatically that the

other is true. The following words are complementary: 'perfect' and 'imperfect', 'single' and

, married', or 'dead' and 'alive' (Wilkins, 1975).

Fourth, a meaningful relation among words is polysemy. Polysemy is defined as one

word having a set of different related meanings (Palmer, 1981). For example, the word

'table' can mean a furniture item or"... the act of putting an item in a meeting on hold"

(Akmajian et al., 1993). Further, the word 'iron' has two meanings: "... type of metal or an

instrument made of iron used for pressing clothes" (O'Grady et al., 1989, 172). F.R. Palmer

(1981) pointed out that it is very hard to determine how many meanings a word has, "[for



meaning is not easily delimited and so distinguished froni other meanings" (p. 100). For

example the dictionary gives the three following different meanings for the verb 'eat': "...

sense of taking food and the derived meanings of 'use up' and 'corrode" (p. 100).

Fifth, a meaningful relation among words is homophony. Homophony indicates

difThrent words that have identical prolluneiatu)n but different meaning, such as the two

different words 'Mary' and 'merry' (Akmajian et al., 1993 and O'Grady et al., 1989).

Nevertheless, Palmer (I 98 I ) distinguishes between homographs, that is, words

having a same spelling form. same pronunciation, and different meaning and homophones,

that is, words having different spelling form and meaning but same pronunciation; such as

'site' and 'sight' and 'rite' and 'right'. Other examples of homophones are bank, bat, pen,

and club (O'Grady et al., 1989).

Sixth, a meaningful relation among words is hyponymy. Hyponymy is related to the

notion of meaning inclusion, where 'tulip' and 'rose' are included in 'flower' and 'lion' and

'elephant' are included in 'mammal' (Palmer, 1981). Consequently, one can talk about class

membership, where there is an 'upper' class referred to as superordinate and the 'lower'

class referred to as hyponym. Palmer (198 1) gives the following figure illustrating meaning

inclusion:

Living	 Non-Living

vegetable	 animal

birsectnimal

human	 animal

Figure 2. Meaning Inclusion (Palmer, 1981)

The seventh, meaningful. relation among words is the relation of incompatibility that

is "... in a sense the reverse of hyponymy, in that it is one of exclusion" (Wilkins, 1975,

125). Incompatibility occurs only among words that are similar in meaning. For instance, the
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word 'morning ' entails the exclusion ol 'afternoon', 'evening', and 'night' and the word

'red', entails the exclusion of 'black', 'yellow' and so on (Wilkins, 1975).

The seven above-mentioned meaningful relations among words constitute valid subject

matter for analysis made in chapter three of this thesis in order to have a better understanding

of words used by Lebanese politicians hetre, during, and after the July 2006 War reflecting

political differences in Lebanon. However, it is important to highlight that the polysemy,

hornophony and hyponymy meaningful relations among words are not to he used in the

analysis made in chapter three because these three relations deal directly with the phonetic

forms of the words in Arabic having different implications that is not dealt with in this

research thesis but has to be mentioned in order to have complete reference of meaningful

relations among words.

After refeiTing to the different semantic relations among words, it is also important to

point to the sense or connotation of words. Words have a close relation in meaning which

can be abused by some politicians to achieve political goals, knowing that this is not

accepted and has to stop. D.A. Wilkins (1975) highlights the 'denotational' or 'referential'

meaning of a word, where a word is related to the physical entity in the real world. However,

this is not the only meaning, for each word has a connotative meaning and is indirectly

related to the word. Connotative meaning as described by D.A. Wilkins (1975) is the "...

product of the associations, linguistic and non-linguistic, that have been built up through

[people's] previous experience of the word" (p.122). The connotative meaning or word

connotation is more interested in and related to the attitudes and emotional reactions of the

language user regarding a specific word. It often occurs in the language of politics that words

of similar denotation have different connotations (Wilkins, 1975). A quite significant

definition is given to connotation by the free online encyclopedia Wikipedia and which

serves the analysis of the meanings of words in chapter three. The free online encyclopedia
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Wikipedia (2007) refers to connotation as emotional association made with the word;

consequently, it is in a way or another the intention of both the producer and receiver. For

example, 'strong-willed' and 'pig-headed' both mean literally 'stubborn' but the first

connotes admiration and the second connotes unacceptable attitude. Salah Salim All (2005),

a literary translator and contrastive linguist at Mosul University, Iraq, considers in the paper

he wrote "Coniioiaiion and cross-cultural sema;ilics" that connotation of texts or words in

any language is closely related to literature and culture. As a result of these different

connotations for the same word or expression, in some cases ambiguity might be a problem

faced; connotation leaves the interpretation open-ended and this depends to a large extent on

whether the producer and receiver share the same culture, concepts and experience. Salah

Salim Ali compares connotation to a metaphor considering that it has indirect or hidden

meanings and is capable of leading to analogical shift (Au, 2005). For example the color

black shares associations as Afro-Americans, Africa, or even blackberry depending on the

subjective cultural coloration. All adds that in addition to the relation between the receiver or

producer and meaning, there are other factors that also affect meaning of words and have a

considerable impact on meaning of words and which are speech acts that are discussed

hereinafter.

After referring to the purely linguistic or semantic components affecting the meaning

of words one can elaborate to talk about sociolinguistic factors or components affecting

meaning of words.

Pragmatics is part of linguistics. Pragmatics deals with finding an explanation for the

difference between the sentence meaning and the meaning intended by the speaker.

Pragmatics gives great importance to context because utterances are given in a context

(Wikipedia, 2007). Speech acts are referred to as acts of communication where

communication in its turn expresses a certain attitude (Austin, 1962). Linguists consider
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speech acts as a solution for the problem faced at the level ol meaning. They look at

conditions for appropriate use for both sentences and words" (Kempson, 1977, 52), instead

of looking at word meanings just as such. In consequence, pragmatics is defined as "... a

body of knowledge" (O'Grady ci al., 1 1)89, 18 1) including the attitudes. concepts, beliefs,

understandino of context in which a sentence is mentioned, and knowledge olhow language

IS used to convey messages of both speaker or producer and receiver or hearer.

Therefore, the speaker and receiver play a very important role in what is known as

presupposition, which is defined as [t]lic assumption or belief implied by the use of a

particular word or structure" (O'Grady et al., 1989, 182). For example, a speaker asks: "have

you stopped exercising regularly?" (O'Grady et al., 1989, 182). The use of the verb 'stop'

makes the receiver have a belief that the receiver has been exercising on regular basis. On

the other hand, if the speaker uses the verb 'try' instead of 'stop' the receiver can have the

assumption that he is not exercising on regular basis. Palmer (1 98 1) claims that

presuppositions were logically implied by both a positive sentence and negative counterpart"

( p. 167), such as in the example " ...[t]he King of France was bald and The King of France

isn't bald", both propose that there is a king of France. Chilton (2004) says that

presuppositions are explicit only when they are "challenged or refused" (p. 64). This means

that one party refuses what the other party has presupposed from a certain word given and

even challenge to show the opposite of what is presupposed since presupposition is based on

previous knowledge extracted from the memory of the receiver (Chilton, 2004).

J.L. Austin (1962) says that the main aspect in speech act semantics is that language

is used to do things, and description is one of the things done. Nonetheless, language is also

used to promise, insult, agree and criticize. Thus, Austin suggests the three acts the speaker

is involved in when uttering a sentence with a certain meaning are: locutionary act,

illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act (Austin, ed. Urrnson and Sbisa, 1962). First,
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locutionary act is the act of uttering a sentence with a particular meaning. Second,

illocutionary is the act that reflects the intension of the speaker in uttering that sentence !hr

praise, criticize, agree, or warn (Kempson, 1977). Third, perlocutionary act refers to the act

of uttering a sentence in order to achieve a certain effect on the hearers or receivers such as

frightening, amusing the receivers or pushing them to (10 something (lKempson, 1977).

Austin (1 962) differentiates between illocutionary act and perlocutionary as the latter being

the consequent effect on the hearer which the speaker intends. For example, a teacher trying

to manage her class and keep order utters the following: "... I'll keep you in after class"

(O'Grady et al., 1989, 182). The teacher performs the three speech acts, where her

locutionary act is giving her utterance, the meaning of keeping them in school for later than

usual, the illocutionary is the warning she gives to her students, and the perlocutionary act is

pushing students to remain silent (O'Grady et al., 1989).

Kempson, (1977) points out that the illocutionary force and the intended implicated

message that would be conveyed depend on the assumptions of the speaker and hearer; thus,

the "... illocutionary force of an utterance is seen as one part of the total message

implicated" (p. 72).

Undoubtedly, the sociolinguistic factors or components including pragmatics and

speech acts are referred to in the analysis made in chapter three showing how the different

meanings of words manipulated by different politicians reflected political differences in

Lebanon before, during, and after the July 2006 War.

Furthermore, another component that is useful in analyzing word meanings in chapter

three is the deep structure. In the 1 950s, Noam Chomsky introduced the syntactic structure

of language, which he called deep structure (Colombia Encyclopedia, 2005). According to

Chomsky, all languages have the same deep structure, but have different surface structures

since each language has its rules of forming a sentence and pronunciations (Steinberg, 1982).
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Chomsky points to two levels of syntactic structures fur a sentence: surface structure, which

is explicit or obvious, and deep structure is the underlying meaning of the sentence

(Steinberg, 1982). The following example is quotated by Danny El Steinberg (1982) from

Chomsky: "The tenor drank then sang" and "The tenor drank then he sang" (1).28-29). These

two sentences have different surface structures but the same deep structure because the

assumption in the deep structure of the first is that the person doing the singing is the same

one doing the drinking even without using 'lie' (Steinberg, 1982). Chornsky shows through

using this example that sentences can have the same meaning although the forms of the

sentences differ. Deep structure and surface structure can further be elaborated but the main

concern in this thesis is the conclusion that in speeches, the speaker can generate an infinite

number of deep structures for the same surface structure. The syntactic structures are

considered to be specific to each language (Steinberg, 1982). Therefore, the deep structure

can be semantically interpreted, where there is a difference between the meaning of

sentences and that of words even if the same set of words having different order forms two

sentences.

Furthermore, before analyzing political statements in chapter three, political

discourse is to be described. "Discourse means the full text, oral or written, delivered at a

specific time and place or delivered at several instances" (Kinneavy, 1969, 297). The

discourse has an aim which would be the effect created on the listener or reader based upon

the intent of the discourse. The intent of a discourse could be to delight, persuade, inform,

express, or demonstrate a logical proof or position (Kinneavy, 1969). Therefore, every

discourse has an aim where that aim determines the style, logic and language used in the

discourse (Fulkerson, 1984). Political speeches are classified under persuasive discourse

(Kinneavy, 1969). The tool used in any discourse including political discourse is language.

Language can manifest "dominance, discrimination, power and control" (Blommaert and
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Bulcaen, 2000, 449). In addition, the institutions, values and ideologies of a society

determine ways of speaking, that is, discourse (Weissenrieder, 1997). N. Fairclough (1992

in, Blommaert and Bulcaen, 2000 ) views discourse as being an expression of the ideologies

in a society and part of the hegemony process in the society. Fairciough assumes that people

aim at achieving goals at different levels in society among which is the political arena and

people use language to do so (Bloome and Talwalkar, 1997). Thus, when dealing with

political discourse, social practices and ideological context affect the meaning given in a

political discourse (Bloome and Talwalkar, 1997). The two sociologists T. Purvis and A.

Hunt (1993) consider that discourse is "...primarily a linguistic concept" (Chalaby, 1996,

685) since the social communication takes place through using language as a medium or

tool, which is discourse. Moreover, political discourse is viewed as the "formal exchange of

reasoned views [intending] to involve all citizens in the making of the decision, [and]

persuade others through valid information and logic" (Johnson and Johnson, 2000, 3). The

aini of political discourse is to reach a consensus among different parties to find the best

action that best solves a problem whether related to the needs of citizens or others (Johnson

and Johnson, 2000).

The description of political discourse leads to explain the importance of context when

dealing with the analysis of any statement given at a certain time and place. The word

context refers to the text, the information in the text and the possible uses of the text and its

information (Sowa, 2001). More precisely, a context helps in understanding the utterance

said in a specific conversation; how, why, where, and when that utterance was said and the

relation existing between the how, where, why and when (Glanzberg, nd). The utterance is

given in a discourse where the latter cannot be separated form the context. Context has two

natures based upon the two context theories given: index theory of context and

presupposition theory of context (Glanzberg, nd).
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First, the index theory of context stipulates that "...for each sentence there is a

suitable structure which is a preliminary semantic representation of the sentence, appropriate

for semantic interpretation" (Glanzberg, nd, 4). The context is an index that has a group of

features giving it value: speaker, hearer, location, and demonstrated object. The index of the

context has characteristics regarding the occurrence of an utterance in a specific space and

time (Glanzberg, iid).

Second, the presupposition theory of context ". . . identifies a prepositional attitude of

presupposing or taking to be common ground in a conversation" (Glanzberg, nd, 6). The

propositions presupposed by the participants of a conversation or listeners or readers of a

speech regarding a specific word in a specific discourse constitute the context. Thus, the

presupposition theory of context is an intentional theory of context, where context is

considered to be same as content (Glanzberg, nd). Jean K. Chalaby (1996) says, "... the text

is the context, because it is entirely made UI) of contexts" (1).687).

The two theories of context provide the receiver with information. The Lebanese

context, specifically the Lebanese political context, helps in having a better understanding of

the words used by different Lebanese politicians and which is studied in details in chapter

three

Chapter two gives a brief overview of meaningful relations among words that helps

the reader of this thesis understand the analysis made in chapter three when reference is

made to any theory or concept related to meaningful relations among words reflecting how

meanings of words differed reflecting political differences in Lebanon before, during, and

after the July 2006 War. In summary of this chapter, synonymy, antonymy,

complementarity, polysemy and homonymy, hyponymy and incompatibility are discussed.

Reference is also made to connotation of word meanings and the accumulated experience of

producers and receivers of the word connotation. Pragmatics plays an important role in word
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meanings through speech acts, which included locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary

acts. In addition, the role of political discourse and context in analyzing the meaning of any

word used by any political party based upon the features of coniext given. All of the above

allows the reader of this thesis to he aware that politicians might abuse the linguistic and

sociolinguistic elements of language that reflected political differences in Lebanon before,

during, and after the July 2006 War for their personal political interests. Consequently,

Lebanese politicians are urged to avoid such abuse of language.
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Chapter Three

Word Meaning in Lebanese Political Discourse

After giving an overview of related elements to meaning, it call 	 said that

politicians can explain words used by their peers or opposition groups in a way that suits

their interests and meet their own goals. Each political party gives a certain connotation for

the same word used based upon the accumulated experience as seen in chapter two when

dealing with connotation. Accordingly, the conflict of meanings resulting from the

manipulation of the meaning of words done by Lebanese politicians before, during, and after

the July 2006 War reflected the political differences in Lebanon as it is elaborated in this

chapter. Words contribute in growing a certain belief (Diamond, 1969). Words are chosen in

a certain way in political discourse to reach a political end (Gegeo, 1986). When politicians

choose words, they may choose words with ambiguous meaning or even change the meaning

of a certain word in order to reach a political end (Hodges, 1964). Moreover, the role of the

receiver and hearer has been highlighted and is summarized by the fact that meaning is

discussed between the producer and receiver of what is said (1-latim and Mason, 1990). The

receiver may not get the intention of the producer by the word said (Hatirn and Mason,

1990). Thus, one can talk about the manipulation of the meaning of words taking place

where politicians try to reflect their personal internal intentions on what they receive.

Chapter three aims at illustrating how the same word has been given different

meanings by different Lebanese politicians in their political speeches before, during, and

after the July 2006 War although dictionaries, agreements, and organizations give the

objective academic meaning of the same words used by politicians as is the case with the

word 'disarmament' analyzed in. the before the July 2006 War stage. The political statements

are analyzed in their written form and not their oral fonTi where they are taken from are print

media and online print media. The analysis in this chapter will eventually deepen the
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understanding of how different and sometimes new meanings are given to words. However,

before delving into the analysis it is substantial to highlight certain points that contribute to

having a clear description of examples chosen from the Lebanese political discourse for

analysis.

At the outset, it is benticial to give a quick political overview of the Lebanese

political situation for the period extending four months before, during and four months after

the July 2006 War. Undoubtedly, there are various examples where the different meanings of

the same word reflect political differences in Lebanon; however, this thesis does not cover

except eleven of them. Only eleven examples taken from Lebanese political discourse are

discussed from a linguistic perspective without making any political analysis or judgment.

The basis of this selection is when, the time and by whom, the persons the political

statements were declared. From the period before the July 2006 War, the examples of

'disarmament' and 'delineation' are chosen. From the period during the July 2006 War, the

example of 'accountability' is taken. From the period after the July 2006 War, the example

of 'victory' and 'nation' is tackled. Thereby, it is noticeable that this time interval is a critical

one in the Lebanese recent history. It is also remarkable that the eleven examples revolve

around one connotation that is the 'possession of weapons'. These political statements were

declared by senior popular politicians who were the main players in the Lebanese political

arena. These three stages before, during, and after the July 2006 War have one common

ground which is the political differences reflected in the use of the same word but with

different opposing meanings among the Lebanese parties. Lebanese politicians are abusing

language to reflect their differences and this is to be stopped for the sake of language, that is,

the human tool of communication.

The United Nations Security Council Resolutions are taken in English from the

United Nations website and online database of the Security Council. The political speeches
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or statements are taken from the two Lebanese newspapers 'Annahar' and 'Al-Mustaqbal',

the international television station 'CNN online', and Wa3ad Organization website.

'Annahar' newspaper was founded in 1933 and covered all Lebanese and non-Lebanese

political developments at all levels. 'Al-Mustaqhal' covered different standpoints taken by

different political parties in Lebanon, \Va3ad Organization website publishes full copy of all

speeches delivered by Secretary General of Hizhulla Party Sayed Hassan Nassrallah. 'CNN

online' is chosen as a source in order to go beyond the limits of purely Lebanese media.

In this regard, it is beneficial to point to the two main political forces in Lebanon that

were in control of the Lebanese political discourse before, during, and after the July 2006

War. March 14 is the coalition of different Lebanese political parties that united to form an

opposition against the Syrian tutelage and presence in Lebanon. March 14 led the 'Cedars

Revolution' embodied in a demonstration on March 14, 2005 holding the slogan: 'Freedom,

Sovereignty, Independence' in Martyrs' Square, Downtown, Beirut. On the other hand,

March 8 is the coalition of different political parties that led the demonstration on March 8,

2005 entitled 'Loyalty to Syria' in Riad Solih Square, Downtown, Beirut. March 14 are

distinguished for their support of United Nations resolutions as they declare, while March 8

are distinguished for their opposition to the same resolutions as they declare. This political

background is important to the understanding of the linguistic analysis made in this chapter.

Another essential point to be clarified before starting the analysis of the different

meanings of words is that the political statements are translated from Arabic into English;

however, the analysis of the meaning of the words in this chapter is based upon the original

text that is Arabic. It is very crucial to take into consideration the translation credibility. The

terminology used in the translation of the speeches taken from 'Annahar', Al-Mustaqbal'

and Wa3ad Organization is the terminology agreed upon and used in Lebanese and non-

Lebanese media means. A conference interpreter, Rana Bou Raad, was selected to translate
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the speeches from Arabic into English, for the full texts of speeches selected were not found

in the target language, English. Conference interpreters are acquainted with political

terminology (equivalent terms of Arabic in English) used by politicians and media means.

Therefore, the words referred to are the agreed upon translation that best reflects the meaning

in the target language. For instance, the use of the word 'accountability' during the

'Parliamentary Development Initiative in the Arab Region: Regional Workshop oil

Sector-Governance and Parliamentary Oversight in the Arab Region' organized by Geneva

Center for Democratic Control of Aimed Forces and United Nations Development Program

on 12"'- 14 May 2006 at Coral Beach Hotel, Beirut, Lebanon there has been great focus on

the importance of holding the governments accountable and the effect of accountability on

governance, where the equivalent term of 'mouhasaba' in Arabic was 'accountability' in

English. In addition, the interpreter uses literal translation and not free translation for the

sake of accuracy and objectivity. Literal translation means word for word translation, where

the interpreter does not change even in the sentence structure. Words are given their

equivalents in English since the examples cannot be written in Arabic in this thesis. The

meaning inferences made in analyzing the examples dealt with in this chapter are based on

the connotation of words in the source language that is Arabic and not English. This is

because the political differences reflected by the different meanings of the same word

resulted from the use of those words in Arabic by the Arabic-speaking producers and

receivers.

After pointing out the political background that accompanied the following linguistic

analysis of speeches selected according to the above-mentioned explanation, the first

example explains the different meanings given to the word 'disarmament' reflecting political

differences in Lebanon. Resolution 1559, which was adopted by the United Nations Security

Council at its 50281h meeting on 2 September 2004, was a turning point in the political
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discourse in Lebanon. Different Lebanese politicians had different standpoints regarding this

international resolution adopted by UN Security Council. In brief, the resolution addressed

internal Lebanese political issues such as the election of a new president in Lebanon and

which would not he tackled in this analysis. In addition, Resolution 1 559 raised the issue of

disarmament, which this chapter deals with linguistically and the issue of the Lebanese

borders which is also dealt with based upon resolution 1 680 for the latter reassured the

importance of borders. The words used in this resolution reflected the political differences

and there have been demands from different Lebanese leaders not to use the word

'disarmament'. Resolution 1559 stipulates in the second point the following: "...disbanding

and disarmament of Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias" (UN Resolution 1559, 2004).

Reference can be made to Appendix A (p. 63) for the full text of the resolution. It is

beneficial to know different definitions given to the word 'disarmament' before refelTing to

the different connotations reflecting different political parties in Lebanon. The Scottish

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, in Ban The Bomb Organization, defines 'disarmament'

in its glossary as: "the reduction, limitation or complete abandonment of a nation's armed

forces and military equipment. . ." (Ban The Bomb Organization, 2007). The Word Reference

English dictionary (2007) defines 'disaniament' as: " [the] act of reducing or depriving of

arms; the disarmament of the aggressor nations must be complete". James T. Shotwell

(1926) in his article entitled What is meant by security and disarmament said that

'disarmament' is ambiguous to define and it can mean limitation, reduction, or abolition of

armament, where each of the three different conceptions has different considerations. These

are the different definitions given by organizations specialized in the field of disarmament

and the common used source for. any word definition, the dictionary that paves the way to

mention the manipulated meanings given to the word 'disarmament' by different Lebanese

parties, thus exploiting language for political interest and which is unacceptable.
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Each of the Lebanese parties defines the word 'disarmament' based upon their

experience and has different conceptions of it, in other words different connotations of it.

Some of the Lebanese parties refuse the use of the word 'disarmament'. Others consider that

the act of disarmament has the connotation of taking the weapons against the will of those

possessing them and by force. Consequently, some political parties, due to the connotation of

the word 'disarmament', refused resolution 1559, since the connotation was far from their

ideologies, concepts, beliefs and emotional experience. This thesis does not refer to any of

these beliefs since linguistics is its main concern rather than the discussion of political views;

thus, reference is only made to these beliefs and political views without making any

judgment. Therefore, in response to 'disarmament' mentioned in resolution 1559, Lebanese

politicians used their own language having their hidden connotations for the words they have

used in their political statements in response. The political statements given in response to

Resolution 1 559 were covered by local media, whether newspapers, television stations, or

radio channels. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah is Secretary General of the l-lizbulla party which

possessed weapons for resistance used against Israeli occupation in South Lebanon and led

the resistance against the Israeli aggression in July 2006. Also being a pro-Syrian and pro-

Iranian, Hizbulla party was an ally in March 8 Forces that were with Syrian presence in

Lebanon. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah declared in the speech he delivered during the opening

ceremony of the 'Fourth Arab General Conference for Supporting the Resistance' held in

Bristol Hotel in Beirut on 31 March, 2006: "Anyone in Lebanon or from outside cannot

punish the Resistance and the one who wants to disarm us by force we will cut his hand and

head and disarm him from his soul" (Annahar, 2006). Reference could be made to the source

text in Arabic in Appendix B (p.64). The denotation of the words used is clear and does not

differ; however, the connotation of each word used in this sentence taken from a precise

context in response to resolution 1559 differs based upon the intention of each party because,
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as referred to previously, Wilkins (1975) says that the connotative meaning or word

connotation is more interesting and related to the attitudes and emotional reactions of the

language user regarding a specific word. Thus, it may occur in the language of politics that

words of similar denotation have different connotations. Yet this connotative meaning is not

to be exploited ftr the benefits of personal political goals. Nevertheless, it is important to

highlight that for the sake of accuracy, the connotation referred to in the analysis is based

upon that of the Arabic word and not the English. The English term just refers to the

equivalent term of the original one in Arabic.

The statement given by Sayed Hassan Nassrallah is evidence of his refusal of the

connotation of 'disarmament' which is for some parties a symbol signifying the end of their

active role as combatants. In this regard, the Secretary General on administrative and

budgetary aspects of the financing of UN peacekeeping operations gave the following

definition of 'disarmament' which the United Nations Disarmament, Demobilization and

Reintegration Organization (UNDDR), adopted as the accredited definition agreed upon:

"Disarmament is the collection, documentation, control and disposal of small arms,
ammunition, explosives and light and heavy weapons of combatants and often also
civilian population. Disarmament also includes the development of responsible arms
management programs" (UN DDR, 2005).

In an attempt to analyze the statement of Sayed Hassan Nassrallah after highlighting

the connotative aspect of the meaning of words, the following is noted. First, one has to

know the connotation or intention behind 'in Lebanon'. Reference is made to the Lebanese

without exceptions through the word 'anyone', which is in Arabic 'ahad' and through the

word 'in', which is in Arabic 'fi' having the connotation of including everyone disregarding

status, post, and belonging. In addition, the connotation of the word 'outside' can refer

precisely to Israel and United States if read by the opponents of Hizbulla party that is March

14 Forces who were against possession of weapons by any party in Lebanon. However, if
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read by a neutral party, the connotation of the word 'outside' does not only refer to Israel and

United States but rather to any non-Lebanese third party.

Reference has to be made to the relation between the producer and receiver. As Salah

Sahini All (2005) points out, connotation leaves the interpretation open-ended and this

depends to a large extent on wheñer the producer and receiver share the same culture,

concepts and experience. By the negative form used in the statement of Sayed Hassan

Nassrallah referred to on page 30 of this chapter, represented by 'not', the supporters of

H izbul Ia have the connotation that Hizbul Ia did nothing wrong and is right in all what it has

done; thus no one has reason to punish it. The verb 'punish' has the connotation, that there is

a wrong act committed and a certain authority is charged with punishing those committing

the wrong act. In this case, the punishment is disarmament, which has the connotation of the

inability to wage armed conflicts to some Lebanese parties. Once again, the use of these

words with their ambiguous meanings due to the different connotations of the producer and

receiver reflected the political differences in Lebanon.

In continuing the analysis of the statement given by Sayed Hassan Nassrallah, it is

perceived that he continued his statement using strong violent words, which are considered

having connotation of threat and intimidation for some parties and strength and power for

others. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah had his own intention behind using violent words such as

cutting as it is mentioned in chapter two of this thesis when referring to the relation between

producer and hearer. Thus, the 'hand' can have the connotation of tools and means used and

even of movement. The 'head' can have the connotation of the thought and mental

processing resulting in beliefs. 'Disarrn him from his soul' has the connotation of weapons

being the soul of Hizbulla party. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah could have used the verb

'confront' or 'face' those who try to disarm Hizbulla party instead of 'cut' and 'disarm', but

he had specific intentions behind the use of these words. Therefore, the open connotation
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interpretation is rellecting how each Lebanese party understands the meaning of words based

on its experience. However, one has to note if the meaning of the words used in Sayed

Hassan Nassrallah's statement is understood by the receiver according to literal or nonliteral

meaning of the words said because it might he that Sayed Hassan Nassrallah meant

something different from what the words he used meant (Akinajiati ci al,. 199 3)).-One must

not torget that Sayed Hassan Nassrallah is a religious Ilgure, he is a sheikh who addresses his

people using a style similar to that used in the holy Qoranic verses. Thus, the religious

connotation of the words used has to be taken into consideration whenever one is to

understand the hidden or implicit nieaning of these words, since religion shapes ideologies

and ideologies shape the meaning given to words even if there were recognized, agreed up

meanings for words as is the case with the word 'disarmament'. Though, religion plays a role

in giving meaning to words, however it is not the focus of this thesis.

Although the experience of receiver and producer differs leading to the difference in

meaning of words, yet the pragmatic relations in linguistics can be referred to in this regard.

The three components of linguistic speech acts, which Austin (1962) mentions and which

Greg Henderson (1977) and Christopher Brown (1977) also highlights can help in

understanding the meanings of the words. The locutionary act is what Sayed Hassan

Nassrallah said and the illocutionary act is the different meanings based upon connotation

already discussed. The perlocutionary act is the effect of warning, threat, or intimidation

upon whom Sayed Hassan Nassrallah was addressing. This reflects that not everyone was of

Sayed Hassan Nassrallah's political standpoint; as a result, the three linguistic acts reflect

political differences in Lebanon.

The above statement reflects one Lebanese political view through the explanation

given to the words used by one Lebanese party, which is Hizbuhla party. Nonetheless,

politicians in Lebanon have different views of one point, which is in this case Resolution
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I 559. In this regard, the translated text from what 'Annahar' newspaper published is the

following:

"...The head of Executive Committee for the Lebanese Forces Sarnir (3eagea

blamed during th National Dialogue on April 4, 2006 Sayed Hassan Nassrallah on
what he said few days before the National Dialogue, for saying that he would cut the
hand and head of those who wanted to disarm the resistance and would disarm theni
from their soul and asked Sayed Hassan Nassrallah whether he was addressing his
speech to the internal parties at the time that he had declared that the resistance's
weapons will not target the Lebanese internal arena. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah replied
decisively that these weapons were not targeting the internal arena and would never
do so and if some considered that those words were addressed to them, then this
meant they were either feeling guilty or confused for making a mistake" (Annhar,
2006).

Reference can be made to Appendix C (p.65) of this thesis in order to read a full copy of the

example taken form the National Dialogue, which included all Lebanese parties including

the pro and against United Nations Security Council Resolutions 1559 who met in Beirut

Downtown in closed sessions in order to solve all Lebanese internal affairs such as

disarmament of militias, presidency, and electoral law in March 2006 before the ignition ol

July 2006 War. What Saniir Geagea, Head of the Lebanese Forces that was against the

Syrian presence in Lebanon and against Hizbulla party possessing any weapons, said in

support of Resolution 1 559, is a clear example of the fact that the connotation given to the

words of the producer by the receiver reflected political differences among the Lebanese

before the July 2006 War. It can be noticed that the connotation made by one party, who is in

this case the receiver, is considering that the tool used for cutting the hand and head is the

weapons of the Resistance, that is Hizbulla Party; the peer party, who is in this case the

producer, even has their own connotation of the question addressed reflecting the intention

of the producer.

On the issue of disarmament, another example is given, what Hassan Fadlallah,

Lebanese deputy from the Block of Loyalty to the Resistance, that is supporters of Hizbulla

Party, said on September 11, 2006 and which was published in newspapers: " ...I call to the
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despair of the possibility to defeat the Resistance or disarm it" (Al-Moustaqahi Newspaper,

2006). A full copy of the article is in Appendix D (p. 67).

In reference to The Free Dictionary by Farlex, (2007) 'despair' means: "to lose hope,

to he overcome by a sense of futility or defeat". III 	 to a thesaurus, many words

have been given as synonyms to the word despair: abandon, abandon ho pe, be hopeless,

despond, drop, surrender, renounce, lose hope, and others (Roget's New Millennium

Thesaurus, 2007). Palmer (1 98 I) refers to words that have the same meaning and which are

known as synonyms. Hence, if one is to explain or understand the meaning of the verb

despair, this can he done through referring to its synonyms, which give wider variety of

meanings and connotations. As a result, the meaning of the verb despair is 'drop' or

'surrender'. Thus, in this example, 'to despair' is understood based on the intention of the

producer who is in this case deputy Hassan Fadlallah against Resolution 1 559 and even the

intention of the receiver who is either with or against resolution 1559. It might be that no

reference is made to the synonyms of the verb 'despair' and the opposite might be true. That

is, when using the verb 'despair', the synonyms of 'despair' are taken into consideration in

order to pass a certain explicit meaning, which is in this case that Hizbulla Party will not

give up its weapons. Thus, the choice of word used by one politician who is deputy Hassan

Fadlallah reflects political differences on the issue of disarmament because some political

parties against Hizbulla Party wanted the disarmament of Hizbulla and other parties were

against disarmament for they were supporters and allies of Hizbulla Party. Consequently, it

might happen that different parties take the synonym of 'despair" into account when trying to

comprehend the meaning of the verb 'to despair' and reach their own political judgments

based on the word and its synonyms (drop, lose hope, be hopeless and others) in order to

achieve a certain political end. Thus, it can be said that the Lebanese are exploiting language,

consciously or unconsciously, for their interest when they explain the meaning of a word in
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link to being a synonym of another word. This constitutes a danger that has to be faced

through having politicians slop their abuse of language.

Nevertheless, it can he noted that the synonyms which are one of the meaningful relations

among words discussed in chapter two of this thesis, are an important factor in understanding

the meaning of a word in a certain context, yet some respond to this as iLvalid. Palmer

198 I ) says, there are no real synonyms and no two words have the exact meaning. He

considers that two words having the same meaning would not both survive in the same

language. He is doubtftil whether any true synonyms exist. Accordingly, reference is made to

antonyms, so that the meaning of the verb used, 'despair', is understood. In reference to

antonyms of verb 'despair', the following is found in the thesaurus: have faith, hope, look

up, think positive, wish for, and others (Roget's New Millennium Thesaurus, 2007). Once

again, the meanings of these different antonyms is considered by some to give the related

meaning of the verb 'despair' reflecting the political differences in Lebanon. In the example

handled in the above discussion, many inferences are made on the gradable antonyms where

'despair' is gradable antonym to 'surrender' because the degree of desperation differs and

loss of hope too, thus leading to surrender.

Synonymy and antonymy are not the only two factors in the above analysis; speech

acts (locutionary and illocutionary acts) also play a significant role in the meaning of

'despair'. The locutionary act is what deputy Hassan Fadlallah uttered, that is: ". . .1 call to

the despair of the possibility to defeat the Resistance or disarm it" (Al-Moustaqabi

Newspaper, 2006). The illocutionary act is the intention of deputy Hassan Fadlallah in

uttering those words, which can be either warning or showing refusal of disarmament based

upon his intention. The perlocutionary act is the effect of what deputy Hassan Fadlallah said,

meaning to stop any attempts taken to disarm Hizhulla Party.
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As it is shown in the above discussion, linguistic approaches of meaningful relations

among words reflect political differences among the Lebanese parties who tried to find

solutions for their conflicts in the National Dialogue they held in March 2006 among which

was an alternative word for 'disarmament' that is less problematic and does not have the

connotation of using force to disarm any Lebanese party, precisely Hizhulla Party. An

alternative word was adopted as a response to the objection on the use of the word

'disarmament' that had a negative unacceptable connotation to some political parties in

Lebanon as is shown in the above discussion during the National Dialogue sessions, that is

before the July 2006 War, and which included Lebanese parties with all their political

differences that were reflected in the words used in the political discourse of the parties.

The alternative word or expression 'Defense Strategy' agreed upon by the Lebanese

National Dialogue reflected connotations of different political parties. It is appropriate to

highlight in this regard that the National Dialogue included all Lebanese party leaders

including the pro and against United Nations Security Council Resolutions 1559, who met in

Beirut Downtown in closed sessions in order to solve all Lebanese internal affairs such as

disaniament of militias, presidency and electoral law in March 2006 before the ignition of

July 2006 War. The Lebanese political party leaders, with no exception were present in the

National Dialogue and agreed upon the meaning or meanings of 'Defense Strategy'

(Annahar, 2006). The Lebanese political discourse was able to achieve consensus regarding

'disarmament' as the aim of political discourse is to reach a consensus among different

parties to find the best action that best solves a problem (W. Johnson and T. Johnson, 2000).

The word or expression 'National Strategy' chosen was agreed upon since it united different

political parties in Lebanon. 'Defense Strategy' was the production of certain political

concepts and thoughts, such as the interest of Lebanon, the sovereignty of Lebanese, the

social safety and others agreed upon by the Lebanese parties as the approach given by S.
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Glucksberg and J. Danks (1975) regarding possible meanings based on concepts, feelings,

images and thoughts in addition to aim of political discourse (Weissenrieder, 1997)

The utterance 'Defense Strategy' reflects the Lebanese differences where each party

expresses its thoughts, ideas, feelings, and concepts on meaning related to disarmament.

Reference can he made to the National Dialogue discussions that were published in

'Annahar' newspaper and in Appendix E (1).70). Lebanese parties reflected the concept of

disarmament in the expression 'Defense Strategy' as having weapons only in the hands of

the army and disarmament is dealt with on a national level only and not with force. The

Lebanese political discourse played its role in reaching an agreed upon solution which was

the use of 'National Strategy' as W. Johnson and T. Johnson (2000) viewed political

discourse. Therefore, it can be deduced that 'Defense Strategy', the alternative utterance

used for 'disarmament', reflects how through the use of meaning, one aspect of language,

politicians can reflect unity and not only differences. Thus, Lebanese politicians are called to

use meaning, one aspect of language, appropriately to unite and cease the abuse of different

meanings of words in language that reflects political differences.

The word 'disarmament' cannot be taken out of the Lebanese political context

prevailing before the July 2006 War; Table I clarifies the context features showing how the

same word is given different meanings thus reflecting political differences in Lebanon.



Word

Disarmament

Disarmament

National

Strategy

(alternative

word used)

Lebanese Before

people	 July

and	 2006

politicians	 War

Lebanese Before

people	 July

and	 2006

politicians	 War

Lebanese Before

people	 July

and	 2006

politicians	 War

Producer	 Receiver	 Time

Resolution

1559

Hassan

N as sral I a

Lebanese

National

Dialogue

Table 1. 'Disarmament' Before July 2006 War
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Political
Context	 Connotation

Discourse

Weapons
No

Index	 taken by
discrimination

force

Power and
	 Weapons

Presupposition	
control
	 not taken by

force

Index and
	 Weapons

Presuppositions
	 Consensus	 not taken by

force

Table I illustrates how the nature of the context helps in indicating the meaning of

the word 'disarmament' whether index or presupposition. It also gives the implications made

in the political discourse through the use of language, whether to unite, show power, reach

consensus, or discriminate. Finally, it points out how each producer and receiver gave

different connotations for the word 'disarmament'. Table 1 helps in illustrating how

linguistic elements reflected political differences before the July 2006 War.

Resolution 1559, that led to having various political statements using words with

different effects as linguistically described above reflecting at the. same time political

differences in Lebanon, constitutes the first part of the first stage before the July 2006 War.

The second part of the first stage before the July 2006 War is directly related to United

Nations Security Council Resolution 1680 and the use of the word 'delineation' or

'demarcation' of borders as is elaborated in the second part of chapter three.
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The stage betbre the July 2006 War witnessed the holding ol the Lebanese National

Dialogue in March 2006 in Beirut aiming at solving Lebanese political problems and which

led to adopting Resolution 1680 by United Nations Security Council at its 5540t11 meeting on

17 May 2006. This resolution dealt with a very essential issue which is the Lebanese borders.

This issue is considered ol a linguistic importance.in addition to its important political

implications that is not dealt with in this context. Resolution 1680, as it came in the original

text of the resolution published on the United Nations Security Council website, stipulates

regarding the borders that it:

[s]trongly encourages the Government of Syria to respond positively to the
request made by the Government of Lebanon, in line with the agreements of the
Lebanese national dialogue, to delineate their common border, especially in those
areas where the border is uncertain or disputed..." (United Nations, 2006, 2). Refer
to Appendix F (p. 72) for English and Arabic versions of the resolution.

On the dispute that took place regarding the delineation or demarcation of the

borders, 'Annahar' Lebanese newspaper covered the discussion that took place on April 29.

2006 during the Lebanese National Dialogue. According to the same source, Sayed Hassan

Nassrallah, Secretary General of Hizbulla Party, which is a pro-Syrian party, considered that

if the word 'delineate' is used, it reflects a negative connotation and offends Syria for Syria

is a dear neighboring country to Lebanon and a strong relation has been established with

Syria for years. Before making any linguistic analysis, it is to be noted that the connotation

of the word 'delineate' is referred to the source text, that is Arabic 'tarsim'. Thus, the word

'delineate' has the meaning of a distinct relation between the two countries and as if the

Lebanese-Syrian borders are not acknowledged and fixed. Consequently, the request was to

change 'delineate' and replace it by 'demarc' that is 'tandid' in Arabic. During the National

Dialogue Session held on April 29, 2006, Sayed Hassan Nassarallab informed the

participants of the following: "... We have agreed on demarcing the borders in Shebaa
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Farms and not on delineating the borders between the two countries" (Annahar, 2006). Refer

to Appendix G (p. 76) for a full copy of the text.

On the other hand, deputy Walid Junhlatt, head of Progressive Socialist Party and an

anti-Syrian, used the words 'delineate' and 'demare' interchangeably. Deputy \Valid Junblatt

oil 	 30, 2006, responded clarifying: "What has been agreed UOfl is delineating borders

between the two countries and demarcing the Farms and not delineating them, based upon

what president Basliar El-Assad had said in one of his conferences that those who delineate

the borders in those Farms would be as if they were adopting the Israeli stand point . .

(Annahar, 2006). Reference can be made to Appendix H (p. 78) for the full text. The

meaning given by the Arabic monolingual dictionary is: "...delineate: setting boundaries for

a land... demarc: to delimit, to draw" (El-Mounjid Language and Media Dictionary, 1996).

Meaning is taken from an Arabic dictionary since the analysis of connotations of words is

made based upon the source language and words in English are just referred to as equivalent

terms for those in Arabic disregarding their connotation in the English language.

After stating what was declared by Lebanese parties regarding delineation of borders

and describing the political conditions when the word 'delineation' was used, one proceeds

to the linguistic explanation for how words reflected political differences before the July

2006 War. Different parties used the linguistic differences, precisely the semantic one, in

order to achieve political ends in Lebanon, although there is a clear definition of 'delineate'

and 'dernarc' in the dictionary which constitutes a credible reference resorted to by anyone

who wants to know the meaning of either 'delineate' or 'demarc' to see the difference

between the two. Yet it can be noted that politicians resorted to other means exploiting

meaningful relations among words, such as synonymy. Why is that done as long as there is a

clear definition of 'delineate' and 'demarc' given by language itself? Why are politicians

giving different connotations that are related to historical relations between the two countries
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and referrin g to statements given by other politicians? If one tries to find answers to these

questions, one can see that these connotations and synonyms were given in an attempt to

manipulate meaning of words. thus abusing language in an attempt to achieve political

interests. Therefore, it is time that politicians curb their abuse of language.

The insistence of one party on the use of (let incate and not 'demarc' and the

insistence of another party on the use of 'demarc' and not delineate reflects a difference in

the political end. As a consequence, the choice of words and the manipulation of their

meaning reflect political difference in Lebanon; as Chilton (2004) says: "Small linguistic

differences are to be exploited in politically different ways" (p. 10).

Deputy \Valid Junhlatt said on April 30, 2006 during the National Dialogue: "... that

he insisted on fixing Shebaa Farms considering that delineation or demarcation were for the

same objective" (Annahar, 2006). Reference could also be made to Appendix H (p. 78). This

statement has an important linguistic significance for the speaker used 'or'. The use of the

word 'or' introduces synonymy as one kind of meaningful relations among words. As a

result, the use of 'or' gives the same meaning for delineation and demarcation reflecting

political difference in Lebanon. By this, it can also be said that the meaning of words and

manipulating the meaningful relation among words reflected consensus on one issue among

different Lebanese political parties. Nonetheless, deputy Walid Junblatt declared in one of

his statements made on April 30, 2006: "... we said in the National Dialogue that fixing,

demarcing or delineating has one meaning for the borders of Shebaa Farms" (Annahar,

2006). In this utterance, deputy Walid Junblatt considered fixing, demarcing, and delineating

to be synonyms for he used 'or'. The same linguistic significance is made where 'delineate',

'demarc' and 'fix' are synonyms and have sameness in meaning. Through this example, one

notices how politicians manipulated the meaning of words and how when they did not want

any difference in the political standpoint, found a different choice of words and many ways
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out through language. Political thoughts are expressed through using words and in certain

cases the manipulation of the meaning of words used in the political discourse reflects

political tension since as Frank Tachau (1964), Nasr (1980) and Corder (1973) say, language

is a tool for communication. Politics is based on communication hence the tool used is

language that has a delicate aspect c11cussed throughout this research, meaning.

The meaningful synonymy relation among words clarifies the reason of calling for

using one word and not the other regarding 'delineating' or demarcing' the Lebanese-Syrian

borders reflecting the political differences in Lebanon. The political differences are reflected

through the manipulation made by Sayed Hassan Nassrallah ally in March 8 and deputy

Walid Junblatt ally in March 14 for the meanings of the word 'delineate' reflecting political

differences in Lebanon before the July 2006 War stage. Table 2 refers to the analysis of

'delineate' made in this chapter.

Table 2. 'Delineate' Before July 2006 War

Political
Word	 Producer	 Receiver Time

	
Context
	

Connotation
Discourse

Lebanese

Hassan	 people

Delineate Nassrallah	 and

politicians

Lebanese
Delineate	

Walid	 people
or	

Junblatt	 and
Demarc	

politicians

Before

July

2006

War

Before

July
Presupposition

2006

War

Limitation of

relations

Exchange of Interchangeable

views	 meaning

Presupposition Discrimination

Table 2 gives the nature of the context in which the words 'delineate' and 'demarc'

were given, showing that they are subject to assumptions because the context is

presupposition. In addition to mentioning the political discourse used by both produces, it

helps in knowing the connotations given to 'delineate' and 'demarc'.
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Consequently, the July 2006 War stage also witnessed politicians using words

reflecting their political standpoints and differences. July 2006 was a very critical period in

Lebanese history for it had suffered from severe Israeli aggression that was resisted by

Lebanese Hizhulla party. A political conflict among Lebanese parties reflected by the words

uscd in the Lebanese political discourse accompanied the military aniiecl conflict in Lebanon

during the July 20026 War. In the Cairo Meeting, representing the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Prince Saoud El Faysal expressed the standpoint of the Kingdom regarding the Israeli

aggression against Lebanon in a statement published by Annahar Lebanese newspaper

stating that"... it was time to hold accountable the adventurers and to stop the biddings"

(Annahar, 2006). In support of the Saudi statement, Deputy Saed El-l-lar1171, head of Future

Bloc which was anti-Syrian, expressed his support of what the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

stated during his visit to Turkey on July 18, 2006:

• . the standpoint of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was rational, characterized by
political wisdom and far from emotions because it was not time for compliments and
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia said the truth in its statement for those adventurers put
us in a critical situation due to their irresponsible adventure... We call for holding
accountable those adventurers who pushed Lebanon into a crisis that it was needless
of and it is required to say the truth even if it were painful... " (Annahar, 2006). For
full text reference could be made to Appendix I (p. 80).

Deputy Saed El-l-lariri used very important words 'holding accountable'. When one holds

another accountable this means a punishment is given for the negative act taken and that

resulted in having losses (Farlex, 2007).

Secretary General of Hizbulla party Sayed Hassan Nassrallah referred in his speech

on December 7, 2006, to the issue of 'accountability' after July 2006 War. Since the use of

the word of 'accountability' was raised during the July 2006 War by deputy Saed El-Hariri,

its analysis is made in the context of the July 2006 War analysis. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah

said: "... Let us hold each other accountable based upon our national and nation standpoints
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which are tor the interest of our country and nation... " (Wa3ad Organization, 2006, 5).

Reference could be made to Appendix J (p. 82).

It is noticed that the same words are used in a different way reflecting differences

between two different political parties, which are the Future Party and its allies, who

implicitly share the same meaning and unde;standing for holding accountable', and the

H izbuhla Party and its allies, who also implicitly share another meaning and understanding

for 'holding accountable'. The same words are used by two different political threes but

connote two different meanings in the same political status quo due to the sociolinguistic

factor, the use of a word in a language community. The meaning of the word 'accountable' is

understood based UOfl its use by the two language communities, that of March 8 and March

14 (Akmajian et al., 1993). For example, when one says 'hello' its meaning is its use in a

sentence (Akmajian et al., 1993). Similarly, the conception of use for 'holding accountable'

is defined differently in these two statements, reflecting two different definitions leading the

receiver to presume that two political schools or parties have adopted the same words

connoting different meanings. Each community has its own use of words where political

discourse is used as a form of formal communication of ideas regarding a certain serious

topic through the use of words whether spoken or written (D.W. Johnson and R.T. Johnson,

2000). In other words, the use of 'holding accountable' and its conception in the two

mentioned statements reflects different political ideas or thoughts through the use of

language. The meaning of 'holding accountable' has a refined clear meaning yet different for

each of the two political parties as Hodges say (1964).

In further analysis of the above example, it is also noticed that if one is to understand

the meaning of the word 'accountability' in the content of what was said by deputy Saed El-

Hariri, the use of 'those adventurers' gives 'accountability' the connotation of retaliation. it

can be deduced that the retaliation is not a military one of course but is a war that is waged
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by words because the kind of 'accountability' referred to in this case is not holding

accountable for not supporting Hizbulla party and communicating with the West during the

Jul y 2006 War as was the prevailing definition or concept of accountability' among March

8 Forces during the July 2006 War. Thus, the concept of 'accountahlity' referred to by Saed

El-l-lariri is different from that which Sayed 1-lassan Nassrallah responded with. It can also Oe

deduced that Sayed Hassan Nassrallah is rc6rring to the meaning that accumulated from the

Nizbulla party experience during the July 2006 War. Thus, the acts of not supporting

Hizbulla party and communicating with the West are the acts to be held 'accountable' before

the Lebanese people and courts. In this regard the meaning referred to by each of the two

speakers has reflected political differences in Lebanon since the meaning of the word

'accountability' differs.

The two speakers, deputy Saed El-H ann and Sayed Hassan Nassrallah, used

language as a tool to express through speakin g or writing what they thought. They both

expressed their different ideas, thoughts, concepts, and views through the different meanings

given to the same word of the same language. Language uses words and words have

meaning. In its turn, the meaning of the word 'accountability' cannot be separated from its

use, which depends to a large extent on the experience of deputy Saed El-Haniri and Sayed

Hassan Nassrallah using the word 'accountability' as Lesley Jeffries (1998) says in her book

Meaning in English: An introduction to language study the fbi/owing. Consequently, the

linguistic community difference in the connotation that deputy Saed El-Hariri gave to the

word 'accountability' accompanied by 'adventurers' in the content previously specified and

that of the connotation given by Sayed Hassan Nassrallah to the word 'accountability'

reflected political differences in Lebanon.

Furthermore, in reference to the relation between politics and language pointed out in

chapter one, language enabled deputy Saed El-Hariri and Sayed Hassan Nassrallah to use the
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word 'accountability' based upon the political discussions which are not the concern of this

thesis but were held regarding past and current (that is during the July 2006 War) issues

related to 'accountability' using language as the essential tool for sharing or contrasting

visions (Gardenfi)rs, Chilton, 2004). Thus, through the existing relation between language

and politics, the conflict in the meanings of the same word 'accountability' used by the two

representatives of the two Lebanese opposing parties had reflected the tension and division

among the Lebanese political parties than the armed aggression launched by Israel on

Lebanon as discussed in this chapter.

Another linguistic factor that can be taken into account is that words intensify a

certain belief as Sigmund Diamond(1969) said. As a matter of fact, Sayed Hassan

Nassrallah did not reply that Hizbulla Party in turn was ready to be held accountable; on the

contrary he replied that it was them who were to hold accountable.

Moreover, in analyzing the sentence made by deputy Saed ElHari ri"... We call for

holding accountable those adventurers who pushed Lebanon into a crisis.....(Annahar,

2006), one notices that the surface sentence structure generates an infinite number of deep

structures that in turn reflects different understandings of the same sentence by different

Lebanese politicians. Thus, the surface structure is to punish but the deep structure is that

l-lizbulla party conducted an illegal act which was the July 2006 War reflecting once again

political differences in Lebanon during the July 2006 War.

By this saying and referring to the other connotation of 'accountability', the belief of

Hizubulla did not consider that igniting the July 2006 War was an act to be held accountable

for and at the same time intensified their belief in their right to igniting the War. Knowing

that, the political party represented by Saed El-Hariri had a different political belief where

igniting the July 2006 War was considered an act that one was to be held accountable for

announcing this through his statement stipulated on page 43 of this chapter. These two
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political beliefs of the .July 2006 War are reflected through the different connotations given

to the same word 'accountability' used by both political parties. In addition to the linguistic

factor related to the intensification of the two different beliefs through giving different

meanings to the same word 'accountability', reference can made to presuppositions

rearding the word 'accountability' eI1ecting political differences in Lebanon. The use of

the word 'accountability' leads to different presuppositions. When the producer, that is the

speaker deputy Saed El-l-lariri, said 'holding accountable', this presupposed that there is an

illegal act taken by Hizhulla Party. Thus, Hizhulla Party had to be punished and to bear full

responsibility for their abducting two Israeli soldiers leading to the ignition of the July 2006

War. This punishment includes different measures, which are not the concern in this

linguistic analysis. Both Deputy Saed El-Hariri and Sayed Hassan Nassrallah push the

receiver to presuppose that there is an illegal act taken and here lies the difference in the

illegal act referred to by the two producers. The following example taken from Jeffries

(1998) constitutes a clear explanatory analogy that best explains presupposition and its

relation to reflecting political differences in Lebanon: "Will you get some milk while [you

are] at the shops" (p. 1 5). This utterance presupposes that the receiver was goin g to the shops

and that there were shops that sold milk. But if there were no shops and no receiver then this

sentence is unusable (Jeffries, 1998). By the same token, when dealing with 'holding

accountable' said by deputy Saed El-Hariri during July 2006 War, if there is not an act to

which the addressee is to be held accountable for, this sentence is unusable. Moreover, if

there were no addressees who included the Lebanese parties, 'holding accountable' is

considered unusable (Jeffries, 1998). The presupposition of having an addressee and an

illegal act, made 'hold accountable', reflect political differences in Lebanon during July

2006 War because the addressees or receivers and the act referred to differed.
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After looking into the details of the different connotations of 'holding accountable', it

is also substantial to mention that the meaning of 'accountability' or 'hold accountable'

made by any of the two producers or speakers Deputy Saed El-Hariri and Sayed Hassan

Nassrallah can change the concept ol 'accountability' in reference to meaning as concept

theory. The word 'accountability was selected and used by both deputy Sned El-HCriri and

Sayed Hassan Nassrallah for each to reach his political end as K.A. Watson Gegeo (1986)

says in his published article The silu/c of language use in Oceana. Language provides

speakers with a choice of words and in light of what Sacd El-Flariri said, one notes an

important word he used. It was the word adventurers' for it made the receivers directly get

the negative connotation of 'accountability' and that the 'adventurers' were to be held

accountable meant that they were to be punished. The meaning of one word 'accountability'

cannot be separated from other words deputy Saed El-Hariri used in his sentence (Evans,

1961). Deputy Saed El-Hai-11-1 used 'holdin g accountable' in order to express his idea, which

could have been that they, that is his party and allies were in power and had the authority to

hold 1-lizbulla Party accountable. In return. also Hizbulla Party, represented by its Secretary

General Sayed Hassan Nassrallah, used the same word 'accountability' to express the same

idea that they, that is Hizbul!a Party and its allies, also had the power to hold others

'accountable' and punish them for acts taken. Therefore, it is noticed that language is being

used even abused in order to reflect the difference that Lebanese political parties have

regarding 'holding accountable'. However, it is remarkable that the same political parties

have abused the linguistic and sociolinguistic elements pointed to above, not to stress on the

difference in the meaning of 'accountability' but in 'who' will hold the other accountable

and 'who' has the power to do so. The 'holding accountable' in their political discourse was

to show power and control.
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As a result, the conflict of the meaning of words during the July 2006 War reflected a

conflict of ideas leading to the reflection of the political differences in Lebanon. Thus, it is

easy for politicians to change or manipulate the meaning of the word they use based upon the

concept or idea they want to signify as it is clear in Saed El-Hariri referring to a new

definition of 'accountability' an(l 'who' is 'holding accountable'. The 'accountability'

referred to the act of taking a unilateral decision and not supporting Hizbulla party durin g the

July 2006 War. This concept of 'accountability' appeared to be different for Hizhulla and its

allies. Consequently, the manipulation of meaning of words reflected strong political

differences among the Lebanese during the July 2006 War regarding who has the power over

others.

Further, through the incompatibility of meaningful relation existing among words as

referred to in chapter two, the use of the word 'accountable' by deputy Saed El-l-lariri

excludes the meaning of the word 'impunity'. The word 'accountable' includes the meaning

of punishment and 'impunity ' is the reverse as Wilkins (1975) referred to incompatibility

highlighted in chapter two of this thesis. However, Sayed Hassan Nassrallah as discussed in

the analysis of his statement on the issue of accountability would not exclude 'impunity'

because he had a different meaning of 'accountability' and he tried to reflect that they had

the power to exclude impunity. Thus, through the different meanings given to the same word

even the incompatibility of words reflected political differences in Lebanon during July 2006

War regarding 'who' was in control. Therefore, politicians were fighting in Lebanon a battle

of words that reflected the Lebanese political differences and conflict over power.

Table 3 helps in understanding the political discourse used and the context.
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Table 3. Accountability' During July 2006 War

Political
Word	 Producer	 Receiver	 Time	 Context

	
Connotation

Discourse

Lebanese

people

and

politicians

Lebanese

people

and

politicians

During

July

2006

War

During

July

2006

War

Hold	 Saed El-

accountable	 l-larii-i

Hold	 Hassan

accountable Nassralla

Index and	 Control
	 Concept

and
presupposition and power	

i sh iii cut

Index and	 Control
	 Ideology

and
presupposition and power punishment

Table 3 refers to the context, political discourse, and connotation which turned out to

be the same for both Saed El-l-Iariri and Sayed Hassan Nassrallah. Consequently, pointing

out that though politicians abused language attempting to reflect different meanings for

'holding accountability', yet the meaning is the same and the difference lies in 'who' holds

the other accountable, in other words 'who' has the power and can use it, knowing that

language has a clear definition of 'holding accountable' as given by the Farlex dictionary.

It is noticed through the analysis made about the stage during the July 2006 War that

connotation, word choice, linguistic community experience with a word, and presuppositions

were used by Lebanese politicians to reflect their political differences. Therefore, it is

significant to highlight that even if politicians are doing so, this does not mean they have the

right to abuse language which is a peaceful tool of communication. The third stage of

linguistic study conducted is that of studying and analyzing the Lebanese political discourse

after the July 2006 War. War has a result, which is defeat, victory or signing a ceaefire

agreement agreed up on by all parties. The July 2006 War ended in August 2006; thus the

political discourse of concern is that after August 2006. Various political statements were

given on the result of July 2006 War, whether it was a defeat or a victory. It is necessary to
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highlight that judgment is not made regarding victory or defeat from any political

perspective or taking side with any party. Stress is only made on two political discourses

dealing with the result of the July 2006 War, that given by deputy Walid Junhlatt, head of the

Progressive Socialist Party in Lebanon on September 19, 2006 and the speech of Sayed

Hassan Nassral lah. Secretary General of II izhu I Ia Party, delivered during th Victory Day

celebrated on September 22, 2006.

The July 2006 War ended but what started was a war of words for the choice of

language, specifically the choice of words which had different meanings, constituted a very

strong and possible weapon used in the struggle for power as Donald Gruise O'Brien (1998)

says in his published article under the title The shadow: Po/ilics of WoIo/Isation. On

September 19, 2006 deputy Wahid Junblatt declared the following:

"... The victory is practical victory far from any divine and jurisprudential
interpretation; it is a victory that all of Lebanon participated in achieving each in their
way" (El-Musiaqbal, 2006).

Refer to Appendix K (p. 84) for full text given by deputy Walid Junblatt.

The word 'victory' is given a certain concept based upon the mentalists' concept theory of

meaning. On the other hand, three days after the statement of deputy Walid Junblatt on

victory, Sayed Hassan Nassrallah Secretary General of Hizbullah Party during the

celebration of the Victory Day September 22, 2006 talked about victory in the speech he

addressed to thousands of supporters. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah said:

"... You should celebrate this divine and strategic victory ... This victory that has
been achieved is not a categorical one, it is a victory for all Christian and Muslim
honorable .. ." (CNN, 2006 and Annahar 2006).

Reference can be made to Appendix L (p. 85) for full text.

It was not the first time that Sayed Hassan Nassrallah talked about victory after war, for

during the July 2006 in his televised speech broadcasted by television channels on July 29,

2006 spoke about victory, which he referred to then as pending victory because the war was
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still going on. He said then that victory was for all those who stood beside Lebanon and

defended it either by voice or actions (SITE Institute, 2006). The meaning of the word

'victory' is discussed between the Producer and receiver reflecting political difference in

Lebanon. The receiver of the words said by deputy Walid Junhlatt may not get his intention

as a producer using the word 'victory'. The producer who was Sayed Hassan Nassrallah and

the receivers who were either his supporters or against him have different intentions for the

same word 'victory' used as Hatim and Mason (199(J) say. The intention behind using the

word 'victory' differs from one receiver to the other. Furthermore, it is noticed that the

Lebanese have different concepts given to the meaning of the word 'victory' for each

political party would include additional information to the concept of 'victory'. Thus, when

Sayed Hassan Nassrallah used the noun 'victory' it can be that he had the concept of killing

Israeli soldiers even if there were destruction and occupation in one part of the country.

Whereas, when deput y Walid Junhlatt used the noun 'victory', it can be that he had the

concept of having no occupation and losses even if Israeli soldiers were killed. This in turn

would reflect political differences in Lebanon after the July 2006 War.

After pointing out the important role of the relation between the receiver and the

producer and the meaning of the word as concept, a comparison made to an example taken

from the United Kingdom in 1999 context can be valid. In 1999, the United Kingdom was

witnessing reform in the House of Lords, thus new legislations were introduced. A

spokesperson of the United Kingdom Labor government was interviewed by BBC Radio 4's

Today programme. The interviewer asked her about the "future composition of the chamber"

and she replied that it would be "properly representative" (Chilton, 2004, 6). The interviewer

noticed that she said "properly representative" and not "properly democratic". This led the

spokesperson to say, "we are not talking about semantics now" when the interviewer asked

her to clarify the word 'representative' (Chilton, 2004, 6). It is important to point out that
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British politicians often use the latter phrase in order to avoid touching UOfl certain sensitive

political matters. However, in this example it is important to know what 'representative'

meant since it can he that the government appointed the members according to a democratic

election process (Chilton, 2006). In parallel, it is important for the receivers, that is all

Lebanese parties, to understand what is meant by 'divine victory', specifically that divine

differs from one receiver to the other based upon his or her religion, for what is divine for a

Christian is not divine for a Muslim and vice versa. This leads to saying that 'divine' is a

word associated with or used by a religious group in Lebanon, as Jeffries (1998)  said

regarding the use of  word by the community. Thus, the word 'divine victory' reflects

religious difference and this reflected political differences in Lebanon for it could be said

that religious belonging in Lebanon reflected in a way or another political belonging.

Although it is unacceptable that Lebanese politicians hide behind linguistic differences, it is

noticed that once again, the different meanings of the word 'divine' led the politicians to

achieve certain political ends through using it. The difference in the meaning of the word

'divine' can lead to manipulation by the opposition receivers and manipulation of meanings

of words was the implicit goal for politicians in Lebanon as Eric Raymond (1988) says

regarding politicians manipulating the meaning of words for certain purposes.

The mentalists' theory of meaning as image (Kempson, 1977) where the

understanding of the word 'divine victory' is based upon the image the producers or

receivers had in their minds for 'divine victory', deepens the reflection of political

differences in Lebanon after the July 2006 War. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah had the image of

'divine' for 'victory' but not every 'victory' is divine as not every triangle is equilateral

(Kempson, 1977). The same is applied to 'practical victory', where deputy Walid Junblatt

cannot have the image of 'practical' for every 'victory' as the Alsatian and the owner of a

miniature poodle had different images for 'dog' (Kempson, 1977). Thus, Lebanese
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politicians were abusing the meaning oi 'victory' as an image in order to reflect their

political differences in Lebanon after the July 2006 War, although this is unacceptable.

In order to understand the meaning of the word 'victory', one has to look at the

actions of those who claim that victory is achieved in relevance to what Eric Raymond

1988) says: ".. a democrat is as a 'Democrat' does, a socialist is a; a Socialist' does" (p.

.1). The fact that there are different actions looked at to give the meaning of the word

'victory' br some consider the act taken as divine and others as an adventure, then this

reflects OflCC again political differences in Lebanon. Lisa Sclineilingher and Mouhamad El

Khatib (20()6) in their book War of words: How can Arab and American /ouriialisis agree on

having better media coverage, consider that the words used by journalists play a very

important role in delivering their story and in viewing things, for the words chosen often

reflect different kinds of judgments made through the use of certain words. The journalist

knows the meaning of the word used but he or she cannot guarantee that the receiver has the

same meaning for the same word. By comparison, Sayed Hassan Nassrallah knew the

meaning of the word 'divine victory' but the receivers might have shared with him the same

meaning or might have had a different meaning for it. This difference in meaning of course

has many reasons: social, personal, political, religious, historical, geographic, and others.

Hence, the absence of one meaning for 'divine victory' reflected political differences in

Lebanon after the July 2006 War. The choice of the word 'divine victory' has its

implications and reflected a political belonging, even a wider belonging which can extend to

be national and regional such as in the following example. After September 11, 2001 attacks

against the United States, the word 'terrorism' was used. Yet, till the present there has not

been an agreed upon definition for the word 'terrorism'. In other words, no one meaning is

given to 'terrorism'. The word 'terrorism' is of different kinds: political terrorism, national

terrorism, and even 'terrorism' according to Qaeda leader Osama Bin Ladin's way. For
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example, some consider that violating laws as terrorism, others consider what was happening

in Iraq as terrorism and SO on and so forth (Shneilingher and El-Khatib, 2006). By the same

analogy the word victory' in Lebanon is given different meanings and used differently by

politicians The Lebanese did not reach a unified agreed upon meaning for victory' after the

July 2006War through their abuse oldie absence oa single meaning for the word 'Victory'

disregarding whether divine or not, reflect political differences in Lebanon. As previously

mentioned, connotations of words are given based on accumulated experience, that is, the

images, feelings, ideas, and concepts that the receiver produces when a word is heard or a

producer has when a word is processed (Akmajian et al., 1975). The different meanings of

victory reflected different political experiences in Lebanon and, consequently, reflected

political differences among the Lebanese after the July 2006 War.

Another analogy can be made with the following example. On February 23, 2006 El-

Arabia and El-Jazzira television stations covered the same incident: the killing of El-Arabia

correspondent Attwar Bahjat in Iraq. Both television channels broadcasted this incident

under breaking news. El-Arabia said: "Killing of El-Arabia correspondent and two of her

assistants" (Schnei lingher and El-Khatib, 2006, 40), whereas, El-Jazzera said: "Attwar

Bahjat and two of her colleagues fell martyrs in Iraq" (Schneilingher and El-Khatib, 2006,

40). The use of words or the choice of words can be distinguished in both television channels

covering the same story. The receiver has implicit meanings and connotations based upon

the points of view reflected through the choice of words "killed" or "martyrs" and this shows

the political belonging of the media (Schneilingher and El-Khatib, 2006). The same applies

to 'victory'; the choice of the word 'divine victory' or 'practical victory' implicitly includes

a certain meaning and reflects a certain political belonging to the reader or receiver. Thus,

'divine victory' and 'practical victory' reflected political differences in Lebanon. Brian

Whitaker (2006) says in his article entitled Resolutions and irresolution: "When I use a
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word. ... it means just what I choose it to mean, neither more nor less" (p. 1). Table 4 refers

to the political discourse and context for the use of word 'victory'.

Table 4. 'Victory' After July 2006 War

Political
Con iiotat ton

Discourse

Accuniulated

Exchange	 experience

of views	 of measuring

loss

Accumulated
Values,

experience
ideologies,

of religious
and power

action

Table 4 shows the difference in the accumulated experience through the different

connotations given to 'victory'. In addition, it shows the intention of the Political discourse

which has differed between the two parties.

Moreover, in light of understanding the meaning of the word 'victory' reference can

be made to the link Sayed Hassan Nassrallah made between 'victory' and the 'Nation' for

then it is easier to understand why he has described it as 'divine victory'. On August 15,

2006 the day all internally displaced persons of South Lebanon returned to their villages, in a

televised speech broadcasted by El-Manar tv Sayed Hassan Nassrallah said:

".. .What we are living today and I do not want to get into , assessing it and getting
into its details, but I can summarize it in one word and there is no exaggeration in
that, we are infront of a strategic and historical victory for Lebanon all Lebanon, for
the Resistance, and for the Nation all the Nation... " (Wa3ad Organization, 2006).
Refer to Appendix M (p.89) for the full copy of the text.

If one gets into the meaning of 'Nation' for Hizbulla Party, the ideology and

religious Islamic doctrine behind it, one understands why Sayed Hassan Nassrallah describes

'victory' as 'divine' although language in the dictionary defines 'victory' as the act of



winning or success in a struggle (Farlex, 2007). The Nation' refers to all the Muslim

population in all the Arab countries which are to live in unity and defend each other.

As a consequence, politicians choose words, according to what they want them to

mean. The different meanings reflected political differences in Lebanon.

The three stages referred to include many more exanples and a broader analysis can

be made, but few sample examples are taken and analyzed linguistically based upon

meaningful relations among words, speech acts, presuppositions, and deep structure. Other

non-linguistic factors might have played a role in reflecting political differences in Lebanon

but are not at issue in this thesis.
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Chapter Four

Conclusions, Limitations, and Suggestions

This thesis is conducted iii two correlated fields: language and politics. Politics uses

language as a tool (Corder, 1973) reflecting political differences and Chilton (2004) said that

without language political activities do not exist. This thesis contributes to language and

politics in Lebanon where it has analyzed exanipics of political statements given by

Lebanese politicians before, during, and after the July 2006 War. These examples are taken

from the Lebanese political discourse based upon the United Nations Security Council

Resolutions ill order to avoid arbitrary examples without any common point or link. In

addition, the political statements analyzed are subject to linguistic analysis far from other

political, religious, ethnical, historical, or geopolitical analysis.

It can be said that the meaning of words is what is written in dictionaries, resolutions,

or agreements; however, this thesis contributes in widening the search for the meaning of

words from a linguistic perspective. Meaning, as Lesley Jeffries (1998) says, can be an

agreed upon definition of a word at a certain timing and in certain circumstances.

Circumstances and timing have changed in Lebanon permitting politicians to manipulate the

meaning of words according to what best suits their policies. The different meanings used for

words reflected different policies. The meaning of words depends on the accumulated

experience of both receiver and speaker which is referred to as connotation. Consequently,

connotations of one word differ from one party to the other, reflecting different political

experiences, standpoints, and opinions. Thus, connotation of a word is the most important

feature of meaning, yet not the only one.

Nevertheless, through the concept theory of meaning (Kempson, 1977) which is a

linguistic explanation for the use of the same word but with different meanings used by

different politicians in Lebanon reflected political difference before, during, and after the
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July 2006 War. The analysis in chapter three demonstrates how politicians in Lebanon had

different concepts and how language, specifically words, was used reflecting differences.

The words chosen by Lebanese politicians left an impact on the receivers helping in

achieving certain political ends throu gh language. Thus, language is a peaceful means used

to disseminate different Lebanese political concepts of different Lebanese political parties,

noting that linguistic factors played a role through connotations given to the words chosen in

the political statements made. Lebanese politicians chose the words used in their speeches

before, during, and after the July 2006 War because language, specifically meanings, is at

the service of humans to communicate and express different opinions and points of view.

Reference can be made in this regard to what Chilton (2004) said: "...choice of language, or

features of it, can implicitly signal political distinctions... [through] choosing words

associated with particular political ideologies" (201).

Chapters one and two 'of this thesis provide a brief linguistic overview that is

illustrative for the reader to understand the analysis made although there are other linguistic

factors that also contribute to how the manipulation of different meanings of the same word

reflected political differences in Lebanon before, during, and after the July 2006 War.

Moreover, in light of the analysis made, one concludes that linguistic factors tackled

in chapters one and two, such as different theories of meaning, meaningful relations among

words: synonymy, antonymy, connotation, and sociolinguistic factors including pragmatics,

speech acts and syntactic structures play an essential role in how different meanings of

words used in the Lebanese political discourse reflected political differences in Lebanon

before, during, and after the July 2006 War.

Undoubtedly, as is the case with any topic researchers conduct studies on and

analyze, there is no one case where one factor is the reason behind any result in any field of

research. In addition, theories, methodologies, approaches, strategies, or policies developed
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are proven to be incomplete due to opposing opinions and views that try to prove the

opposite in any field including linguistics, specifically semantics and politics. Thus, one can

sa y that society, culture, religion, education, knowledge, political history of Lebanon, and

plurality in Lebanon played a significant role in reflecting political differences before,

durini, and after the July 2006 War besides lingu i st i cs. Chilton (2004) illustrates that also

non-linguistic factors reflect political differences through his deepened analysis of political

speeches made by different officials showing that space, geography, territory, time, religion,

and modality contribute in reflecting political differences through political discourse. An

example of a non-linguistic factor reflecting political differences is how the historical

knowledge can be more of a reason for having Sayed Hassan Nassrallah addressing his

people as being 'honorable' in his speech on September 22, 2006 in chapter three. This goes

back to the Israeli-Arab conflict where the Arabs' fight against the Jews was an honorable

act. The Arabs who fought against Israel are considered as loyal to the Arab cause deserving

respect and those who did not are considered as traitors who do not deserve respect and

honor.

In this limited research paper, it is impossible to tackle meaning from its

multidimensional perspectives, where the meaning of any word is understood or approached

from different perspectives. For example, what adds more different meanings of the same

word is the meaning carried by the voice of the speaker, the pitch, whether high, medium or

low, level tones, whether falling tones or rising tones, intonation, gestures, style, and rhythm

(Lesley Jeffries, 1998). Moreover, the concept of competence and performance introduced

by Noam Chomsky constitutes another element or factor in studying the meaning of words

which further studies may take into consideration.

The analysis made in this thesis constitutes the departure point for further linguistic

studies dealing with the contribution of linguistics in reflecting political differences in



Lebanon through the use of different meanings for the same word before, during, and after

the July 2006 War, despite the fact that this thesis focuses mainly on semantics and part of

the sociolinguistic factors.

The political statements referred to in chapter three are dealt with only as print, that

is, written text and not spoken text. Thus, in order to have a complete integrated analysis of

word meanings, another research can be done to follow up with this thesis analyzing the

same political statements mentioned in chapter three as spoken or oral statements where the

voice of the producer plays a role also in expressing connotation or meaning of the word

used.

Among the difficulties faced in writing this thesis is the selection of the literature

review. The literature review had to give a brief yet detailed knowledge of different

linguistic theories of meaning, as it was discovered at later stages that there has been the

need to talk more about content and deep structure. The difficulty also lies in selecting the

examples taken from the Lebanese political discourse before, during, and after the July 2006

War because, even till the day when this thesis was published, different credible examples in

the year 2007 constituted good material for the analysis made in the thesis. Thus, a

complementary in-depth study can be conducted on the same topic but with additional

examples.

Could it be said that the Lebanese are fighting a battle of words? Is it true that the

Lebanese reflected their political differences through their exploitation of language and

manipulation of the meaning of words before, during, and after the July 2006 War?

Language gives human beings the ability to express their thoughts, feelings, and concepts.

Language simply uses words. Words have meanings. Undoubtedly, these different meanings

reflected different political perspectives, that is, political differences.
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In conclusion, human beings are living in a world of multi-battles where every person

is fighting in his or her own way. Some resorted to violent battles of destructive weapons

while others are struggling in the battle of words. One turning point between these two

battles is a single decision expressed in words by politicians. A word might launch a war,

and Lebanon is tired of its persistent wars. Thus, it is time that Lebanese politicians take a

courageous decision, which is to keep language the peaceful tool used in the political life.

Politicians are called to use linguistic differences, specifically semantics pointed out in this

thesis, to unify their opinions and eliminate disparities using language and not abuse the

same linguistic differences, specifically semantics, to reflect their political differences.



Appendix A. Resolution 1559

United Nations S,'R p s/1559 (2004)

Security Council Distr.: General
2 September 2004
04-49892 (E)
*0449892*

Resolution 1559 (2004)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 5028th meeting, on
2 September 2004
The Securitv Gninc,l.
Recalling all its previous resolutions oil 	 in particular resolutions 425
(197$) and 426(1978) of 19 March 1978, resolution 520 (1982) of 17 September
1982, and resolution 1553 (2004) of 29 July 2004 as well as the statements of its
President on the situation in Lebanon. ill 	 the statement of 1$ June 2000
(S!PRST/2000/21),
Reiterating its strong support for the territorial integrity, sovereignty and
political independence of Lebanon within its internationally recognized borders.
Noting the determination of 1_ebanon to ensure the withdrawal of all non-
Lebanese forces from Lebanon,
Grave/v concerned at the continued presence of armed militias in Lebanon,
which prevent the Lebanese Government from exercising its full sovereignty over
all Lebanese territory,
Real/inn ing the Importance of the extension of the control of the Government
of Lebanon over all Lebanese temtorv.
Mindful of the upcoming Lebanese presidential elections and underlining the
importance of free and foir elections accordin g to Lebanese constitutional rules
devised without foreign interforencc or influence,
I. Reaf/irms its call for the strict respect of the sovereignty, territorial
integrity, unity, and political independence of Lebanon under the sole and exclusive
authority of the Government of Lebanon throughout Lebanon;
2. calls iipoii all remaining foreign forces to withdraw from Lebanon;
3. calls for the disbanding and disarmament of all Lebanese and non-
Lebanese militias;
4. Supports the extension of the control of the Government of Lebanon over
all Lebanese territory;
2
SIRES/I 559 (2004)
5. Declares its support for a free and fair electoral process in Lebanon's
upcoming presidential election conducted according to Lebanese constitutional rules
devised without foreign interference or influence;
6. Calls upon all parties concerned to cooperate fully and urgently with the
Security Council for the full implementation of this and all relevant resolutions
concerning the restoration of the territorial integrity, full sovereignty, and political
independence of Lebanon;
7. Requests that the Secretary-General report to the Security Council within
thirty days on the implementation by the parties of this resolution and decides to
remain actively seized of the matter.
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Appendix D. Hessein FadlaIla (September 11, 2006)
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Appendix E. Defense Strategy (March, 2006)
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Appendix F. Resolution 1680

United Nations S/REs/loxo (2006)

Security Council Distr.: General

17 May 2006
06-35 177 (E)
*0635177*
Resolution 1680 (2006)
Adopted by the Securit y Council at its 5440th meeting, on
17 Ma y 2006
The Securinv Council.
Recoiling all its previous resolutions oil Lebanon, in particular resolutions
1559 (2004). 425 and 426 (1978). resolution 520 (1982) and resolution 1655 (2006).
as well as the statements of its President oil 	 situation in Lebanon, in particular
the statements of 18 June 2000 (S 1 RST!2000/2 I). of 19 October 2004
(S/PRST/2004136), of4 May 2005 (SPRST2005/17) and of23 January 2006
(S/PRST/200613),
Reiterating its strong support for the territorial integrity, sovereignty and
political independence of Lebanon within its internationally recognized borders,
Noting pox itivelt' that further significant progress has been made towards
implementing in full all provisions of resolution 1559 (2004), in particular through
the Lebanese national dialogue, but noting also with regret that other provisions of
resolution 1559 have not yet been fully implemented. namely the disbanding and
disarming of Lebanese and non-Lebanese militias, the extension of the control of
the Government of Lebanon over all its territory, tile strict respect of tile
sovereignty, territorial integrity, unity and political independence of Lebanon. and
free and thir presidential elections conducted according to the Lebanese
constitutional rules, without foreign interference and influence.
Noting with concern the conclusion of the Secretary-General's report
(S/2006/248) that there had been movements of arms into Lebanese territory for
militias over the last six months,
Eipresving full support for the Lebanese National Dialogue and commending
all Lebanese parties for its conduct and for the consensus reached in this context on
important matters,
Having heard the Prime Minister of Lebanon's address to the Security Council
0021 April 2006 (SIPV.5417).
I. We/comes the third semi-annual report of tile Secretary General to the
Security Council of 18 April 2006 on the implementation of resolution 1559 (2004)
(S/2006/248);
2
S/RES/I 680 (2006)
2. Reiterates its call for the full implementation of all requirements of
resolution 1559 (2004);
3. Reiterates also its call on all concerned States and parties as mentioned
in tile report, to cooperate fully with the Government of Lebanon, the Security,
Council and the Secretary-General to achieve this goal;
4. Strongly encourages the Government of Syria to respond positively to the
request made by the Government of Lebanon, in line with the agreements of the
Lebanese national dialogue, to delineate their common border, especially in those
areas where the border is uncertain or disputed and to establish full diplomatic
relations and representation, noting that such measures would constitute a
significant step towards asserting Lebanon's sovereignty, territorial integrity and
political independence and improving tile relations between the two countries, thus
contributing positively to the stability in the region, and urges both parties to make
efforts through further bilateral dialogue to this end, bearing in mind that the
establishment of diplomatic relations between States, and of permanent diplomatic
missions, takes place by mutual consent;
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5 (o,n,ne,uL the Government of Lebanon for undertaking measures against
movements of arms into Lebanese territory and calls on the Government of Syria to
take similar measures;
6. Welcomes the decision of the Lebanese national dialogue to disarm
Pakstinian militias outside refugee camps within six months, supports its
implementation and calls lr further efforts to disband and disim all Lebanese and
non-Lebanese militias and to restore fully the Lebanese Government's control over
all Lebanese territory:
7. Reiteraley  its support to the Secretary-General and his Special envoy in
their efforts and dedication to facilitate and assist in the implementation of all
provisions of resolution 1 559 (2004):
8. Decides to remain seized of the iliatter.
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Appendix G. Hassan Nassrallah (April 29, 2006)
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Appendix H. Walid Junblatt (April 30, 2006)
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Appendix 1. Saed El-Hariri (July 18, 2006)
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Appendix J. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah (December 7, 2006)
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Appendix K. Walid Junblatt (September 19, 2006)
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Appendix L. Hassan Nassrallah (September 22, 2006)

Hezbollah leader: Militants 'won't
surrender arms'
POSTED: 3:46 p.m. IDF, Sepewhcr 22. 2006

BEIRUT, Lebanon (CNN) -- III speech to thousands of cheering supporters, the
leader of Hezbollah vowed Friday the militants never will give up their arms, as called for in
the U.N. resolution that ended its 34-day war with Israel last month.

"No army iii the world will force us to drop our weapons, force us to surrender our arms, as
long as people believe in this resistance," said Hassan Nasrallah, who claimed l-lezbollah
victorious in the fighting.ng.

But he added, "We do not wish to keep our weapons forever," because they should not be
part of domestic life. He assured the crowd, "Those who say the resistance is weak, I want to
say it's stronger than ever."

"We were prepared for a long war. What we offered during that war is only a small part of
our capability," he said.

"Today the resistance owns more than 25,000 missiles. ... The resistance has been able to
regroup and rearm and regain its capability."

Nasrallah, who called for national unity among all Lebanese, spoke in one of the southern
Beirut suburbs that was heavily bombed by the Israeli military.

They "said this courtyard would be bombed and this building would be destroyed in order to
frighten and intimidate people, and here you are today," Nasrallah said. "... You are the most
brave and most courageous of any of them put together."

Hezbollah, he said, should celebrate the "divine and strategic victory."

"Peace be with you and with your martyrs and with your families. I feel your pain, and I
salute your tears and your blood and your destroyed homes, and I salute your will and your
determination," he said.

Israel says Nasrallah is terrorist

Israel has made no secret of its desire to kill Nasrallah, calling him a leading terrorist in the
region.

Acknowledging his vulnerability, Nasrallah said: "My presence here is not without any
danger. However, my heart and my soul would not allow me to address you from a distance
and through some screen."
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He walked through the crowd greeting people and shaking hands before starting his speech.
Many were waving yellow Hezbollah flags.

Israel launched a major military campaign July 12 to dislodge Hezbollah from southern
Lebanon after militants kidnapped two Israeli soldiers, and after months of Hezbollah rocket
attacks on northern Israel.

The fighting generally stopped after the August 14 passage 01 Resolution 1701 by the U.N.
Security Council, which also called for the re-establishment of Lebanese government control
over the area.

Nasrallah, speaking on the Muslim Sabbath, urged all groups in Lebanon, including
Christians, to unite against any interlopers, and warned the U.N. peacekeeping forces called
in to monitor the fragile cease-fire to stick to their mission. The soldiers are supporting the
U.N. Interim Force in Lebanon, or UNIFIL, and Lebanese soldiers.

"Your Job is not to spy on Hczbollah or dismantle Hezbollah," he said.

Nasrallah vowed that Lebanon will never give up its claim to the Shebaa Farms, a disputed
area near the Israeli-Lebanese border.

"We will not give up one inch of Middle East territory," he said.

Although Nasrallah declared victory in the war, he previously said that if 1-lezbollah could
have predicted Israel's response, it would not have abducted the Israeli soldiers and sparked
the fighting. He made that comment in a televised interview with Lebanon's New TV last
month.

In that interview, Nasrallah said if he had thought there had been "a I percent possibility"
that Israel's military response would have been as extensive as it turned out to be, "I would
say no, I would not have entered this for many reasons -- military, social, political,
economic."

He added, "If there was a I percent possibility, we would not have done that. We would not
have done any capturing."

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert called those remarks a "contrition speech" by Nasrallah
and said, "It's absolutely clear that Hezbollah has been whipped."

But Nasrallah was not contrite as he spoke to the crowd Friday

He called the conflict "an American war."

"It was an American war by providing the arms and the planning and by giving deadline
after deadline to the enemy. What stopped the war was the Zionists' failure to defeat us," he
said. "They thought the war would lead Hezbollah to give in.

"Lebanon has been victorious, Palestine has been victorious, Arab nations have been
victorious."



Nasrallah called Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez "a great hero" for speaking against
President Bush at the U.N. General Assembly on Wednesday. (Watch Hugo Chavez cross
himself as he tells world leaders he can smell the devil -- 1:06)

Chavez called Bush the devil and said that, "as the spokesman of imperialism, he came to
share his nostrums to try to preserve the current pattern of domination, exploitation and
pillage of the peoples of the world.

Nasrallah defended Hezbollah supporters Iran and Syria, which have been criticized for
supplying arms and money to tile militants, and said the Hezbollah Ftances have nothing to
do with the international outcry over Iran's nuclear-enrichment program.
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Appendix M. Sayed Hassan Nassrallah (August 15, 2006)
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